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Abstract
Compiler optimization is important to software performance, and modern processor architectures
make optimization even more critical. However, many modern software applications use libraries
providing high levels of abstraction. Such libraries often hinder effective optimization — the li-
braries are difficult to analyze using current compiler technology. For example, high-level libraries
often use dynamic memory allocation and indirectly expressed control structures, such as iterator-
based loops. Programs using these libraries often cannot achieve an optimal level of performance.
On the other hand, software libraries have also been recognized as potentially aiding in program
optimization. One proposed implementation of library-based optimization is to allow the library
author, or a library user, to define custom analyses and optimizations. Only limited systems have
been created to take advantage of this potential, however. One problem in creating a framework for
defining new optimizations and analyses is how users are to specify them: implementing them by
hand inside a compiler is difficult and prone to errors. Thus, a domain-specific language for library-
based compiler optimizations would be beneficial. Many optimization specification languages have
appeared in the literature, but they tend to be either limited in power or unnecessarily difficult to
use. Therefore, I have designed, implemented, and evaluated the Pavilion language for specifying
program analyses and optimizations, designed for library authors and users. These analyses and
optimizations can be based on the implementation of a particular library, its use in a specific pro-
gram, or on the properties of a broad range of types, expressed through concepts. The new system
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Modern software, including scientific software, is becoming much larger and more complex
than in the past. These increases in size and complexity cause problems in both efficiently writ-
ing, and in maintaining, large software packages [79]. One way in which software grows is to be
written using greater levels of code reuse, often by the use of pre-written libraries. As complexity
increases, it becomes impractical to rewrite common functionality from scratch for each new pro-
gram. Libraries almost always define various forms of abstraction: constructs (either explicitly or
implicitly represented in the library) that allow programmers to use a library without fully under-
standing the details of its implementation. Abstractions are useful because they allow programmers
to think at a higher level: a component (such as a binary tree) can be thought of as a single en-
tity (a sorted sequence of elements), rather than as a particular implementation (for example, an
AVL tree). Given an abstract interface to a component, its implementation can also be swapped for
another (such as a B-tree) without needing to change the code using the abstraction.
Several forms of abstraction are commonly used. The most basic is the function; functions have
been used since the early days of computing to convert a particular section of code into an entity
usable via procedure calls. Libraries such as the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) [95]
use functions as their main form of abstraction, with data structures provided by the user but re-
quired to satisfy a particular memory layout. BLAS, and libraries built atop it such as LAPACK [5],
are commonly used in scientific software. Another common form of abstraction is the object, and
related ideas from object-oriented programming. An object merges data values and operations on
them, and allows run-time subtyping with dispatching based on which subclass is in use.
The C++ language is commonly used for large applications, and this thesis applies program
analyses and optimizations to programs written in that language. The form of abstraction used
most often in the C++ Standard Library [73], and which is considered in this thesis, is generic pro-
gramming. The Standard Library, portions of which are based on the previous Standard Template
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Library [135,139], provides a collection of templated data structures, as well as generic algorithms
that operate on both library-defined and user-defined data structures. In fact, the algorithms only
require particular properties from their inputs, and work on any data structure that satisfies the
required properties; generic programming techniques are used to allow this flexibility. The C++
Standard Library data structures and algorithms are used often in applications. They are also used
to build other libraries with their own abstractions, such as the Boost Graph Library [131,132,134].
In order to achieve a meaningful level of reuse, abstractions must have well-defined semantics;
Marschner et al [103] discuss this issue in the context of reusable hardware components. These
semantics are rarely defined formally, but they still exist. Any programmer using the abstraction
must understand the semantics in order to know what functionality the component provides, and
what restrictions exist on its use. Without known semantics, the only documentation on a compo-
nent’s behavior is its implementation, in which case having a reusable component does not provide
nearly as much benefit. Component documentation often gives information about its semantics,
and this level of information is usually enough for users of the component. More formal semantics
are sometimes required, however, and even when they are not required they provide more exact
documentation of the component’s behavior and limitations.
1.1. Generic programming
One common form of abstraction in modern software is that of generic programming [7,76,135,
139]. The core idea of generic programming is to define functions that are parameterized over the
types of their inputs, and that have as few restrictions on the inputs as possible, making them more
broadly applicable. Generic programming is explained in detail in Section 5.4.1 on page 70; only
the basic idea is required to understand this introduction. Generic programming is most commonly
used in C++, even though that language does not provide explicit support for it. The terminology
and definitions used are primarily from the Standard Template Library [7, 135], one of the first
major libraries to use generic programming in C++.
In generic programming, functions are defined to have the fewest requirements possible on
their input types. Those requirements are grouped into concepts; the grouping is done in such a
way that related requirements are in the same concept. The relation of refinement is used to include
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the requirements from one concept into another, establishing a hierarchy. A concept is simply such
a grouping of constraints, applicable to one or more types. The Forward Iterator concept from the
STL [135], for example, defines the requirements for an iterator that supports forward movement
and element access within a container. The requirements in a concept can take several forms: they
can require particular functions or operators to be defined (such as the increment operator in Forward
Iterator), they can require certain semantic properties to be true of the functions and operators on
the type (such as that incrementing two copies of the same iterator produces equal results), or they
can require particular related types to exist and have certain properties (such as the value type of
the iterator). The semantic properties, in particular, are interesting for the purposes of this thesis
because they provide information about the behavior of particular objects that can be useful for
software verification or optimization [57, 126].
Concepts are a good place to specify semantics, as a concept defines common properties of
many types and their corresponding functions; thus, a set of semantics, or optimizations, may be
specified once to apply to all of these types [127]. An optimization or program analysis could then
automatically apply to all types satisfying the requirements of the concept without needing to be
rewritten for each particular type in use.
1.2. Compiler use of abstractions
One problem with the use of abstractions written by third parties is that they may be used
incorrectly or inefficiently [11, 60, 64, 65, 115]. Many such errors could be found automatically by
a compiler-based check; invocations of library abstractions could also be optimized by a compiler,
forming an Active Library [151]. The user could do error checking manually, but that is tedious and
it is easy to make mistakes; also, if the user produced the errors originally, they likely do not fully
understand the behavior of the abstractions in use. In the area of optimization, the user cannot do
certain transformations at all without breaking the abstraction interface provided by the library: an
optimization may require information about both uses of the library and the normally-hidden details
of its implementation [124]. One example of this type of optimization is sorting the elements of
each bucket of an open hash table to allow binary searches; this transformation relies both on the
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hash table being built of buckets which are searched during certain operations, and also requires
that the elements stored in the hash table are totally ordered.
Compilers are incapable of these verification and optimization tasks, however, because they
do not understand the semantics of the abstractions used by the programmer. The compiler’s only
information about the abstractions is based on their implementations, which must necessarily be at
a lower level of abstraction than their interfaces. In fact, the compiler does not even know where the
interfaces are: it cannot reliably differentiate between a call to a library function and a call to a user
function, and concepts are not explicitly represented at all in current C++. The compiler can get
some information from implementations, such as types, but it often cannot understand their run-time
behavior; the iterator example in [127, § 2.1] shows this limitation using an iterator operation that
is semantically treated as addition and subtraction, but internally is much more complicated. The
implementations of abstractions, such as data structures, have become increasingly complicated;
compilers (especially production compilers) have difficulty with even simple data structures such
as linked lists. Moreover, abstractions may be built upon other abstractions: for example, the graph
classes in the Boost Graph Library are implemented using abstract data structures defined in the
C++ Standard Library [131]. All of these features make information about the behavior and uses of
abstractions difficult for compilers to analyze.
The main reason for these difficulties is that compilers use program analysis techniques to de-
termine information about the program. Program analysis provides ways to obtain information
about the control flow and data flow of a program, but it requires certain information as input.
For example, tracing data through a program requires knowing at least an approximation of the
program’s control flow. Virtual functions and dynamic loading of libraries prevent a reasonable
approximation of the control flow from being created without significant effort, and possibly not
at all. On the other hand, simple procedural programs have a good approximation of their con-
trol flow in the text of the programs themselves. Similarly, programs with only simple local and
global variables require only simple analyses to track their data flow. Pointers and aliasing (the
fact that two pointers may point to the same location in memory) make information about data flow
much more difficult to obtain. Sophisticated data structures and object-oriented programming tend
to use all of these problematic language features. Although compiler research has produced some
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partial solutions to these problems, those solutions are imperfect, and usually involve inefficient,
non-scalable algorithms for analysis. Thus, using only the implementations of abstractions to an-
alyze them is insufficient [64, 65]. One example of this is a union-find data structure; for this data
structure, queries which do not modify the data structure semantically do modify its implementa-
tion (to collapse paths within the structure). The fact that such queries can be removed is difficult
for a compiler to determine.
However, if the compiler were able to understand the high-level semantics of the abstractions
used by a given program, it would be better able to check and optimize uses of the abstrac-
tions [127]. Thus, as it is impractical for the compiler to determine these semantics itself, there
must be a way for the authors of the abstractions to provide this information to the compiler. Some
form of specification must be provided, either as an extension to the compiler, or as information
to assist the compiler’s previous analyses [117]. Each of these categories allows many possible
implementation choices.
One possible way to specify information about user-defined data types and algorithms to a
compiler is to define custom optimizations by hand, as well as to define new analyses and extend
existing analyses. For example, a user could create a new compiler that knows (in its alias anal-
ysis implementation) that distinct instances of certain classes will not share data, a property of
the std :: vector class in the C++ standard library. Also, a user could indicate that a certain kind
of loop over a given data structure is safe to parallelize, which has been done as part of the ROSE
project [113]. The approach of using a custom compiler, however, has the disadvantage of being un-
necessarily complex and fragile [117]. Compilers tend to be sophisticated software packages, and
a good-quality compiler also uses several programming techniques to make it compile programs
faster. Creating even relatively simple, yet robust, optimizations is difficult, even if these advanced
techniques are not used. A library to simplify the creation of optimizations within the compiler is
unlikely to simplify the process. A possible alternative is to add modules to the compiler [50], or
to use source-to-source transformation to implement optimizations [122]; these approaches have
many of the same issues, however. Thus, if such a level of effort was required for each particular
domain-specific abstraction, the effort would never be made, and the custom analyses and opti-
mizations would never be written. Therefore, as suggested by [117], a domain-specific language
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for writing analyses and optimizations would be useful to aid users in writing optimizations, and to
ensure that they would be defined when needed.
One alternative to user-written optimizations would be for the implementors of the system
compiler to add the optimizations into it. However, as Robison argues, there are many optimizations
that would be useful, but each does not have a large enough base of users to justify adding it
to a commercial compiler [117]. Therefore, he states, users should be able to define their own
optimizations; he discusses adding such optimizations as directly written plugins to the compiler
itself, but suggests two forms of declarative optimization specification (typestates and user-defined
data flow analyses) as better alternatives.
The authors and implementors of particular abstractions have attempted to provide optimiza-
tions specifically for their abstractions, using functionality within some modern programming lan-
guages. Within C++, the expression template technique allows a class to have a limited opportunity
to examine and alter expressions using objects of its type [148]. This capability has been used,
for example, in the Blitz++ array library; that library implements loop fusion and blocking using
expression templates [150]. Fast expression templates allow more information about aliasing be-
havior and operand reuse to be given to the expression template implementation, allowing more
opportunities for certain optimizations [66].
A better solution to the problem of defining abstraction semantics in a way usable for a com-
piler is for users to write their own analyses and optimizations (collectively referred to as program
operations) in a domain-specific language. The ability for users to define their own optimizations,
rather than just providing information for predefined optimizations, gives more flexibility; using a
domain-specific language for defining those optimizations adds more usability than requiring the
users to write optimizations by hand. In particular, extended regular expressions (regular expres-
sions with intersection and complement) with pattern variables, combined with the ability to nest
queries over possible program paths and to call native functions from within a regular expression,
are a good way to write such optimizations. I have designed, implemented, and evaluated the
Pavilion system, including its domain-specific language for program analyses and optimizations, to
allow library authors to easily write custom analyses and optimizations for their generic libraries.
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Allowing users to write their own analyses and optimizations based on their particular applica-
tions and concepts will allow many more optimizations to be developed. The Pavilion language is
designed to be simple enough to be usable by the level of programmer who is writing generic li-
braries; relative to writing or modifying a compiler, it is much easier. The Pavilion system hides the
details of how analyses and transformations are performed, and thus requires much less background
understanding of implementation details by the user. Therefore, from a pragmatic perspective, hav-
ing the Pavilion system available to use would encourage library authors to specify the custom
semantics of their abstractions. Program traces match how programmers think about their pro-
gram runs, and regular expressions are already familiar to them from other tools [46]; past work
on regular-expression-based program analysis has also argued that they are a natural specification
form [101]. The syntactic forms provided by the Pavilion language allow relatively sophisticated
analyses and transformations to be written while further hiding the details of the internal program
representation. In particular, generalized matching of expression trees provides much more power
than is possible using literal tree pattern matching (such as that used in Simplicissimus [125]) or
simple finite-state analysis of data flow (such as that used in Broadway [64,65]). Therefore, adding
extra functionality to the Pavilion language beyond those previous systems will enhance the ability
of users to easily write sophisticated optimizations for their abstractions.
1.3. Contributions
This work provides the following contributions to the state of research in compiler analysis and
optimization specification and implementation, and in user-defined optimization:
• Defines a powerful, declarative language (the Pavilion language) for generically specify-
ing program analyses and transformations. This language is based on regular expressions,
evaluated over program traces; these expressions may be both generated by and include
calls to Scheme programs.
• Combines and implements a number of extensions to the basic regular expression frame-
work. These extensions are analyzed as to their implementability and utility to program
analysis (Chapter 3), and a set of extensions which form a particular point in the design
space is chosen, justified, and implemented (Chapter 5). Some of these extensions have
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not appeared in past systems for program analysis; others, while having appeared individ-
ually, have not previously been combined within a single system.
• Defines an approach to implementing the chosen set of regular expression extensions
(Chapters 6 and 4).
• Shows how code generation, when added to extended regular expressions, allows the di-
rect expression of generic analyses and optimizations. In particular, the thesis shows how
simpler analyses and optimizations can be composed into more complicated ones in a
systematic way; thus, optimizations for particular instances of a generic component can
be defined by applying an optimization generator for the component to analysis and opti-
mization fragments for its parameters.




Several areas of work relate to that presented here. Many methods of adding extra information
to compiler analyses and optimizations, as well as adding completely new analyses and optimiza-
tions, have been explored. In the area of abstraction-based analysis and transformation of programs,
three varieties of abstractions have been used to give extra information to the compiler: concepts,
types, and functions. Some of these systems are purely designed to analyze programs for cor-
rectness, while others are designed to optimize their performance. Also, systems for user-defined
optimizations and analyses have been implemented, most of which operate on abstractions. Among
these systems, different formulations are used for the analyses and optimizations, each with a differ-
ent level of power and ease of use. Other systems, also using a variety of formalisms, are designed
to ease the task of compiler writers in defining analyses and optimizations, without being directly
intended for users.
Work related to the language and implementation approach chosen for the Pavilion system
falls into several categories. Various extensions to the basic regular expression framework have
been proposed; some of those have been used for program analysis, while others have been used
for analyzing dynamic traces and graphs. Program traces, especially dynamic traces, are used for
many purposes; monitoring program correctness is one use in which they are mixed with extended
regular expressions and declarative specification languages.
This chapter discusses related work in compiler analysis, regular expressions, and program
traces. It first describes previous systems for program analysis and optimization based on abstrac-
tions, especially those intended for use by program and library authors. Systems for user-defined
optimization in general are also discussed here, as most of them support at least type-based or
function-based analysis. It then summarizes work on easier ways for compiler writers to specify
analyses and optimizations, particularly focused on declarative specification frameworks, but does
9
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not include systems for compiler writers that only provide simple libraries to assist in writing analy-
ses manually. The chapter then finishes with information about previous uses of regular expressions
and program traces in the context of program analysis and optimization. Related work to specific
language features, and a more detailed comparison of the features of the Pavilion language to past
work, is in Chapter 3. Sources related only to regular expression models and other implementation
approaches are mentioned in Chapters 4 and 6.
2.1. Concept-based analysis and optimization
A few systems analyze or optimize programs based on concepts, or other constructs (categories
of types that share common properties) that are similar to concepts. The main work in concept-based
optimization is Simplicissimus, which provides optimizations in the form of expression rewrites
guarded by concept constraints on the involved types [125]. Simplicissimus is intended for algebraic
simplification of generic programs, and so the restrictions on allowed optimizations are less of a
problem in that domain. The XL programming language also supports expression rewriting using
a form of abstraction similar to a concept [41]. Gregor and Schupp, the authors of Simplicissimus,
later designed the STLlint system for checking software using semantic information in concepts [60,
61]. STLlint does not provide optimizations, but supports a much broader range of analyses than
Simplicissimus; users can also plug in information about their own concepts and generic algorithms.
The ROSE framework for user-defined program transformations has been used to implement
optimizations based on semantic properties of types, where groups of types with similar properties
(basically equivalent to concepts) can be handled by a common transformer [113]. One concept-
based optimization implemented in this framework is automatically parallelizing loops on user-
defined array-like types using OpenMP [112,113]. ROSE requires analyses to be written explicitly
as manipulations on an abstract syntax tree. This is the most powerful mechanism possible but
can be difficult for non-experts to use. Transformations can either manipulate the AST directly or
replace part of the AST with source code given in text form.
Some of the proposals for concepts in C++ also included the ability for each concept to spec-
ify a set of axioms, each of which is a (possibly conditional) equivalence between two expres-
sions [62, §concept.axiom] When the condition is known to be satisfied, the specification allows
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the equivalence to be used as a rewrite rule in either direction. However, this system does not allow
any other form of optimization, and does not include a method to determine whether a particular
rewrite would be profitable. No analyses or optimizations based on the axiom syntax have been
implemented.1
Thus, several authors have explored concept-based optimization, but not in combination with
a powerful and easy-to-use declarative analysis and optimization specification language. However,
many such languages could be extended with predicates on the types involved in rewrite patterns
(or the concepts the types model); the advantage of the Pavilion system is that optimizations can be
composed from simpler components, rather than just having particular optimizations conditioned
on types or concepts.
2.2. Type-based analysis and optimization
Some systems for analysis and optimization allow properties to be specified for single types,
without allowing common properties among groups of types to be abstracted using concepts. For
example, the Glasgow Haskell Compiler includes a type-based expression rewrite feature, but not
concept-based rewrites [143, § 7.10].
The CodeBoost system by Bagge et al uses the Stratego language for term rewriting to trans-
form programs written in a subset of C++ [8–10]. It supports type-based analyses, those based on
specific function names, and generic rewrite rules based on properties of particular types and op-
erations (similar to, but more restrictive than, concepts). Transformations are expressed as rewrite
rules, with a powerful language to create and combine rules. Rules can also be conditional, based
on program analysis results. Although CodeBoost contains a typestate analysis, which allows prop-
erties of the run-time values of an expression to be abstracted into a finite number of categories and
analyzed statically, user rules can define other simple analyses. In CodeBoost, transformations can
be written within an input program, rather than in a separate file. The underlying Stratego language
has been used to implement several program analyses, including flow-sensitive constant propaga-
tion on structured programs [109], and compiler components such as instruction selection [20].
CodeBoost (and Stratego, which can be used to transform programs in other languages) are a user-
friendly way to define some kinds of analyses and optimizations. The constant propagation analysis
1Jaakko Ja¨rvi, private communication.
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implemented in CodeBoost, however, does not do arbitrary iteration (i.e., it requires structured pro-
grams); also, the user must still write definitions of what are effectively flow equations by hand.
Work on using the Program Query Language to find security holes in programs also uses analysis
based on particular types and functions [104]. A much earlier paper by Sharp and Otto suggests
type-specific optimizations, with an implementation using explicit program analysis, type tests, and
AST manipulation [130].
2.3. Function-based and user-defined analysis and optimization
The MOPS system checks software for security flaws using a finite-state model of the behav-
ior of particular functions [26]. For example, MOPS can express an analysis that requires that
privileges be dropped using a seteuid(getuid()) system call before running another program using
execve(). MOPS, however, relies on particular functions and AST patterns, and on hand-specified
finite automata. Simple patterns can also be used, but they are limited to direct matching on the
program AST. The FLAVERS system uses a similar error detection procedure based on finite-state
automata, but can analyze concurrent programs [47].
The TAMPR system also uses rewriting for program transformation, allowing numerical soft-
ware to be automatically derived from high-level specifications [19]. This system is designed for
transforming pure functional programs, however, and does not include program analysis.
The goal of the telescoping languages project is for users to write their programs in a scripting
language, using domain-specific libraries, and then have them compiled into efficient lower-level
programs [83, 84]. Efficiency in the generated code depends on extensive preprocessing of the
libraries, allowing high levels of optimization without needing expensive optimizations at script
compilation time. This work also uses script and library annotations to aid in optimization [25].
A number of papers allow libraries to specify verification conditions, but not optimizations.
Ramalingam et al allow libraries to define custom preconditions, and generate program analyses
to test them automatically [115]. Engler et al provide similar functionality for testing software for
errors [49].
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Several authors have explored ways for users to extend a compiler with extra analyses and
optimizations, as well as other functionality, without needing the compiler’s source code or under-
standing the compiler’s internal details. ROSE is one system that exposes an abstract syntax tree for
a C++ program, allows extensions to modify the tree, and then unparses the resulting AST so that
the system compiler can compile it into object code [122]. Extensions must be written as C++ code,
using explicit tree manipulation, with limited support for pattern matching on the AST and writ-
ing replacement code as C++ source code rather than AST fragments. A later paper by Schordan
and Quinlan adds better pattern matching on the AST using an attribute grammar, but still requires
transformations to be written by hand [123]. As ROSE provides concept-based optimization as
well, it is discussed further in Section 2.1 on page 10.
Several systems for user-defined and function-based program analysis and optimization use
typestates as their basic framework. A typestate is the combination of the type of some object and
an abstraction of its run-time state, usually from a finite list of possible states [141]; for example, a
number may be positive, negative, or zero. Later authors have extended this framework with more
flexibility, but keeping the same general idea [94]. The Broadway system, by Guyer and Lin, uses
typestates in a system for defining library-specific optimizations [64, 65]. Broadway provides an
annotation language to define library behavior and optimizations, including typestates, read/write
sets, and aliasing properties. The designers of Broadway claim, echoing the motivation of this
thesis, that fully general optimizer specification systems are too difficult to use [65]. Type qualifiers,
especially flow-sensitive type qualifiers, are another framework based on typestates used to validate
program correctness [55]. Type qualifier work requires user annotations of qualifiers, with some
type inference supported. The annotations are used to check whether desired properties, such as
function preconditions, are satisfied by a program. Work by Chin et al on “semantic type qualifiers”
extends this model by automatically proving that the user-defined type qualifier propagation rules
model the desired program properties correctly [28].
2.4. User annotations
Many standard compilers allow users to specify simple annotations that affect the compiler’s
optimization of their programs. These annotations usually only affect the single site where they are
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used. As Robison explains in [117], adding more of these annotations into a system compiler is not
practical; however, they do form one way of allowing a programmer to specify semantics of their
code to the compiler.
One annotation provided in the C99 standard is restrict [74, §6.7.3.1]. This keyword is attached
to particular pointer types and states that two pointers with the restrict property can never be aliased
and used in ways that might overlap; Koes et al later generalized such annotations to express a
wider range of aliasing properties [87]. This functionality, however, is limited to concrete locations
within a program, and only supports one type of annotation. The IBM compilers for C, C++, and
Fortran provide a much wider range of annotations, including statements that the iterations of a
particular loop are independent [72]. Other compilers, as well as tools such as Lint [77], provide
similar annotation mechanisms. However, all of these mechanisms are limited in scope, as they
only modify existing optimizations within the compiler, and new annotations cannot be added by
the user.
2.5. Declarative specification languages
A number of declarative specification languages are intended for compiler writers; a number of
these are described here. Several of them, including some for user-defined optimization, use regular
expressions and/or model checking as their basis. A few kinds of analysis specifications are used
for declarative specification, ordered from most to least general:
• Explicit specification of flow equations.
• Temporal logic and model checking.
• Pattern matching or logic programming over the control flow graph.
• Various limited or special-purpose forms of analysis.
2.5.1. Flow equations. Many powerful declarative specification languages use explicitly writ-
ten flow equations to specify analyses. In these systems, every kind of control flow graph node (or
program statement) must be paired with a set of equations that specify its effect on the analysis
variables. An example of this format for analyses is the constant propagation and constant folding
analysis from [85]; the presentation of this analysis will follow that paper. The goal of this anal-
ysis is to determine, at each program point (node in the control flow graph) and for each variable,
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whether the variable always has a constant value. In this case, each program point has an associated
analysis variable. Assume a simple programming language with assignments and control flow state-
ments, with a control flow graph in which each node is labeled with a statement (a more traditional
notation which is dual to that used for model checking). In this case, the variable v is constant at
the beginning of a node n if it is constant at the end of every node m which has an edge to n in the
control flow graph, and those definitions of v all share the same constant value. The variable v is a
constant at the end of n if it was a constant at the beginning of n and was not modified within n, or
if it was assigned a value in n which is known to be a constant. The analysis variables then contain
maps from each program variable to either a particular constant value or an indicator that the vari-
able does not have a constant value. This text form of the analysis can easily be translated into a
set of equations — a transfer function— for each type of control flow node; Kildall instead defines
the function from particular nodes and input flow values to output flow values. For this analysis,
the update function for each node in the control flow graph is a function that iterates through all
variables in the input map, updating each using the rules given above. The analysis also requires
a function to combine the values from multiple input edges to a program point; this function also
iterates through all of the variables, combining their input values together.
One modern example of a system using flow equations to specify analyses is Rhodium [98]. In
Rhodium, in addition to flow equations, the user must also give a semantic definition to each flow
variable in terms of the state of an executing program. The contents of that state can be extended
by users as well, for example to record parts of the execution history of the program. Rhodium
then automatically generates verification conditions that, if proven using an automated theorem
prover, are sufficient to show that the flow equations correctly reflect the semantics of the analysis.
Program transformations, expressed as rewrite rules, can also be given; Rhodium can then produce
conditions for the transformation to preserve program behavior. This system also has many other
usability and flexibility features: user-defined widening operators can be provided, and analyses can
be composed and converted to be flow-insensitive or interprocedural automatically. Rhodium also
supports infinite analysis domains (lattices), as long as the domains do not have infinite ascending
chains (which would cause analysis not to terminate). An earlier system allowing analyses to be
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proven correct is by Knoop, Ru¨thing, and Steffen; this system also generates proof obligations for
analysis correctness [86].
Another example of a system using explicit specification of flow equations is Sharlit [144]. As
opposed to Rhodium, Sharlit’s emphasis is on generating fast implementations of optimizations,
rather than on proving them correct. Unlike Rhodium, which is implemented as an interpreter for
optimization specifications, Sharlit is a compiler that converts flow equations into an efficient im-
plementation in C++. Flow equations in Sharlit can be written for either statements or basic blocks,
and various combination operations can be defined to allow interval analysis. The code generator
also implements other optimizations on the program analyses. Thus, Sharlit is a powerful system
for specifying optimizations, and includes software to produce efficient implementations of them.
The Program Analyzer Generator (PAG) is another system for defining analyses declaratively using
flow functions expressed in a custom functional programming language [4]. It can also generate
interprocedural analyses from user specifications.
A few recent papers define algorithms for generating flow equations from another kind of spec-
ification. These flow equations are then used to implement a program analysis. The most recent is
an extension to the Rhodium system by Scherpelz et al [116, 120]. This system requires the user to
define all of the flow variables that will be used in the analysis, and how they correspond to program
semantics (as the Rhodium system itself requires). Flow equations are then generated by deriving
the weakest precondition for an output flow variable to be true, and then finding the weakest (least
restrictive) set of input flow variable values that satisfy that precondition; this process generates the
most optimistic correct analysis for the given property and set of variables.
A paper by Ramalingam et al defines another approach to flow equation generation: converting
a predicate program that runs in parallel with the input program (as is commonly done in model
checking) into a set of flow equations for use in program analysis [115]. First-order properties
containing quantifiers over variables in the program can also be automatically translated. This
system also works by abstracting the program into another using only Boolean variables, but in this
case the predicates are based on specifications of library function preconditions.
2.5.2. Program semantics and abstract interpretation. A number of systems for defining
program analyses directly use the framework of abstract interpretation [39]. For example, Yi and
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Harrison define a functional programming language for writing abstract interpreters, with built-in
data types for common lattices [159]. That system is able to dynamically tune analysis precision
by adding approximation functions into the analysis; these functions reduce the precision of the
program state information where they are inserted, in order to speed analysis. The TVLA system
also uses abstracted interpreters for program analysis, but represents the program state by structures
in a three-valued logic [99]. Program properties to test are given as logical formulas in a first-order
logic with a transitive closure operation. Library-specific analyses have also been implemented in
a translator that produces input for TVLA [115]; that is discussed in Section 2.5.1 on page 16. The
SPARE system by Venkatesh and Fischer is similar, but uses denotational semantics rather than
operational semantics [152]. This system is designed to incrementally update analysis information
as the program is changed in an editor.
Debois performs program optimizations using interpreters that keep statically-known portions
of the program’s execution history; partial evaluation and sophisticated duplicate code removal are
then used to optimize a target program by running it using the interpreter [44]. This technique is
known to fail for many common optimizations, however; Debois gives constant propagation as an
example of such an optimization.
2.5.3. Temporal logic and model checking. Temporal logic has been used to specify program
analyses, and, in combination with rewrite rules, to specify optimizations and other program trans-
formations. Examples of temporal logics used for hardware and software verification include linear
temporal logic (LTL), computational tree logic (CTL), and full computational tree logic (CTL*).
Model checking is then used to test whether a logical formula is true over all possible executions
of the program, possibly using a conservative approximation to the program for efficiency. Steffen
initiated this line of work by showing that data flow analyses can be thought of as model checking
problems, and that a program can be abstracted into a slightly modified version of its control flow
graph [138]. Later work using this analogy formed two major branches: using temporal logic to
express patterns over the program control flow graph, and using model checking techniques to test
a logical formula over all possible executions of a more powerful approximation to the program.
The first of these branches is used more often for compiler optimization. In this model, each
event that changes the execution state is the execution of a program statement, and the control flow
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graph of a program is used as an approximation to its possible executions. This model is easy to
implement, and matches common program analyses well, as was originally noted by Steffen [138].
The Cobalt system of Lerner, Millstein, and Chambers is an example of such a system. It uses a
subset of temporal logic to express program analyses as patterns over the CFG, with optimizations
specified as rewrites on individual program statements [97]. Cobalt can then either interpret the
optimization or produce proof obligations for it to be correct (semantics-preserving). The formalism
and techniques used for this were previously used to prove optimizations correct manually by Lacey
et al [91]. For correctness conditions to be generated, each analysis must specify the semantic
property that it represents for each program point. Cobalt then generates proof obligations stating
that the rewrite is safe when the predicate for the optimization is satisfied, and that the analysis tests
the correct predicate. These statements are then proved by the Simplify theorem prover [45]. Earlier
work by Lacey and de Moor also uses temporal logic (interpreted over the CFG) to specify program
analyses [90]. Rewrites in that system are expressed on the control flow graph, not the abstract
syntax tree as most other optimization specification languages do. Rus and Van Wyk previously
used this form of model checking, but including data flow as well as control flow in the program
model, for parallelization of scientific software [118].
Temporal logic is a collective name for several modal logics that can express the properties
of a system over time. For example, linear temporal logic (LTL) has operators to represent “ϕ
is true from now on” (2ϕ), “ϕ will be true at some time in the future” (3ϕ), and “ϕ will be
true until ψ is true, and ψ will eventually be true” (ϕ U ψ). An example of an LTL formula is
(¬p U (q∧ r))∨ (23s), which represents the property that either p is false until some point in time
in which both q and r are true, or s will be true infinitely often in the future, or both.
The second branch (model checking) is more often used for program verification, and often
(for example, in the Bandera system [36]) requires user assistance in defining an accurate finite-
state model of the program for the model checker to use. On the other hand, model checking can
test arbitrary program behavior, and formulas can reference values of program variables and similar
semantic features beyond just static information on control flow graph nodes. Model checking can
also be much more accurate, as a good model of the program can exclude control flow paths that
cannot actually occur during concrete execution, even if they are possible in the control flow graph.
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For model checking in general, usually the software or hardware being studied must be ab-
stracted to have only a finite number of states. There is some work on model checking infinite-state
systems, but most common implementations require finite-state systems. The problem of creating
a reasonable finite-state model is referred to as model extraction. Steffen’s original work, as stated
earlier, used a slightly modified version of the program’s control flow graph as its model, which is
inaccurate but is easy to compute. The AX system for program verification uses a variety of tech-
niques to extract a model from a C program [69]. In particular, it can abstract the values of program
variables in a user-defined way, and can use program slicing to remove non-essential parts of the
program. The Bandera system uses similar techniques, and is able to generate proof obligations
that show whether the abstractions applied to program values are correct [36]. Bandera requires the
user to define abstract domains for variables and their values in the program manually, however.
Ball et al translate a program and a set of predicates into a conservative approximation of the
program whose variables are the truth values of the predicates [12]. This new approximation, a
Boolean program (a program with only Boolean-valued variables) can then be verified by a model
checker. The variables in this approximation roughly correspond to flow variables used to analyze
the original program; each new variable is a predicate on the state of the input program. The
Bebop engine previously used Boolean programs, along with binary decision diagrams, for program
analysis [13]. The Moped system uses push-down Boolean programs — programs which allow
recursive function calls but in which all variables are Boolean-valued — for model checking [52].
In the systems using full model checking over a more accurate program model than the control
flow graph, the logical formulas used for verification can include references to program variables
and other forms of program state. Because the model checker is interpreting an abstracted version of
the program, this information is available when the formula is being tested. The languages used for
expressing program queries in these systems are usually forms of temporal logic. The AX system
uses linear temporal logic, which it passes directly to the SPIN model checker [69]. The Bandera
system uses a simplified language with higher-level constructs, which it then translates to LTL or
CTL for existing model checkers [37].
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2.5.4. Pattern matching and logic programming. Pattern matching and logic programming
have also been used to define compiler optimizations. In particular, regular expressions over possi-
ble traces of program execution have been used for this purpose, such as by de Moor et al [43]. In
their framework, regular expressions, extended with variables bound as part of the matching pro-
cess, are used to search for possible program control flow paths (lists of control flow graph nodes).
Rewrite rules on the program are then used to specify optimizations. Side conditions beyond reg-
ular expressions cannot be defined directly in their optimization specification language, but can be
expressed by escaping to an analysis implementation written in Prolog. Liu et al discuss and ana-
lyze algorithms for solving both existential and universal path queries with variables [101]. Both of
these papers use finite automata internally to implement patterns, and the pattern matching process
in both is guaranteed to terminate.
Other systems use extended logic programming languages for greater power and flexibility in
specifying analyses and optimizations. One extension used for this purpose is path logic program-
ming, which adds regular expression-based queries (using regular expressions with variables) over
possible program paths [46]. The system described in that work transforms the .NET bytecode
format into an abstract syntax tree. Logic programs are evaluated on the AST, and then return
rewrites on the AST as their results, similarly to what is done in the Whirlwind [96] system. The
authors of the .NET transformation system later added the ability to update analysis results based
on rewrites, and defined program paths used in queries by context-free grammars [136]. This work
was later extended to the context of aspect-oriented programming, allowing advice (modifications
to the program execution) to be applied only if the program path until that point matches a given
pattern (also a form of function-based analysis and transformation) [3]. This basic framework was
also used for program refactoring in the JunGL system [153]; the JunGL language combines path
queries, logic programs in Datalog, and a functional programming language to specify complex
program transformations.
Prolog itself, without extensions, has also been used to express program analyses. Early work
in that direction, by Hildum and Cohen, uses logic programs to transform either an abstract syntax
tree or a linear internal representation [68]. Dawson et al also show that high-quality implementa-
tions of Prolog can be used to efficiently implement program analyses [40]. That work also argues
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that logic programs are a good way to express analyses. This framework for optimizations has
some limitations, however: the Dawson et al paper mentions that their system is not able to com-
pute analyses that require widening to handle infinite-height lattices. Saha and Ramakrishnan later
showed how program transformations could translate analyses written as logic programs to enable
incremental and demand-driven evaluation [119]. Their system is stated to not be able to handle
analyses requiring negation, and is likely to share the limitation on widening with the Dawson et al
system. Several of the other optimization systems, especially those based on automata, may have
similar or more severe limitations (such as only allowing finite lattices). Systems based on logic
programming typically use tabled execution [142,155] to prevent infinite loops.
The Datalog language [22] (a restriction of Prolog used for database queries) has also been
used for program analysis in the bddbddb system by Lam et al [93]. For this purpose, the structure
of a program is encoded in a database (in bddbddb, the database is represented by binary deci-
sion diagrams), and analyses are expressed as queries over the database. This system provides
the Program Query Language to express analyses as queries over possible program traces; these
queries are then translated into Datalog. The bddbddb system has also been used to find security
holes in programs [104]. The Optimix system expresses analyses using relational structures and
queries over them [6], as does the APTS system for program derivation [110]. The Blast query
language also uses this formalism, extending it with reachability of program paths tested using a
model checker [16].
2.5.5. Attribute grammars. A few authors have defined program analyses in terms of at-
tribute grammars. An attribute grammar computes a property on each node of a tree, usually based
on the parent or the children of the node. Multiple attributes can be defined, but usually their def-
initions cannot be circular. Farrow extended this by allowing circular definitions, using a fixpoint
computation algorithm to solve the circular equations [53]. The examples in that paper are of using
circular definitions for program analysis. Circular attribute grammars have also been used for a
similar purpose in the context of intentional programming [146].
2.5.6. Restricted analysis classes. Instead of a limited set of forms of analysis, a system could
also limit the particular analyses performed to a predefined list. The work by Whitfield and Soffa
on the GOSpel language uses this strategy: only a few kinds of analyses are supported, but arbitrary
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rewrites can be used to modify the program code [156]. The GENesis system can then generate
implementations of optimizations defined in this way. Karuri defines a similar, but more powerful,
system for dependence-based transformations [82].
CHAPTER 3
Feature analysis
Many choices are possible for implementing a language for program analysis and optimization.
The fundamental question is whether to use an approach based on explicit propagation of data
flow facts, or to use an approach based on regular-expression-based analysis of possible program
traces. This chapter justifies that the regular expression approach is a reasonable design choice,
especially when ease of use for non-expert users is considered. Given that the regular expression
approach has been chosen, many extensions to the basic model are possible; this chapter explains
these extensions. Although some of the feature discussion is concerned with implementation issues,
most of the implementation discussion is left until Chapter 4 on page 44. From these features, a
particular set has been chosen for the Pavilion system; these design decisions are explained in
Chapter 5 and justified and evaluated in Chapter 7.
3.1. Trace-based model of programs
The Pavilion language defines program analyses and transformations as operations on push-
down automata representing possible traces of program execution. Push-down automata are used
to allow context-sensitive analysis of programs with recursive procedures; extended regular ex-
pressions are used to specify analyses and transformations because they do not require non-tail
recursion. The control flow graph of the program is used to approximate its possible sequences of
execution, as in [138]. In particular, the symbols in the automaton are basic actions taken by the
program, such as operations on primitive data types, as well as markers for conditional branches
and function calls. This trace model of programs has been used in several past systems for program
analysis, such as [43,101,145]. Also, outside the context of program analysis, push-down automata
are a well-understood subject in computer science; algorithms for manipulating them in various
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ways are standard. In particular, most computer scientists have been introduced to push-down au-
tomata and operations on them, and they are standard in other work in automaton-based program
analysis.
An an example, a simplified pseudocode version of the trace for a = b + c; is:
(1) t1 = b
(2) t2 = c
(3) t3 = t1+ t2
(4) a= t3
and the trace for the true branch of the statement if (a == 0) b = 5; is:
(1) t1 = a
(2) t2 = 0
(3) t3 = (t1 == t2)
(4) Condition: t3 is true
(5) t4 = 5
(6) b= t4
A model based on program traces fits well with the way that programmers view their pro-
grams [46]. In particular, programs end up as sequences of simple instructions; dynamically-
determined traces are used for some analysis tasks such as cache modeling. Interpreters of pro-
grams similarly perform sequences of low-level actions on behalf of a higher-level program; small-
step operational program semantics are also defined by breaking a program’s execution into simple
operations. The trace-based approach, especially when nested path quantifiers (Section 3.10) are
included, is capable of defining program states based on the sequences of actions performed by
the program; this feature allows the emulation of some analyses normally expressed using abstract
interpretation.
Another advantage of using program traces as the model for analysis and transformation is that a
mechanism is already known for modifying traces: finite-state transducers. Finite-state transducers
can be easily applied to push-down automata, and the algorithm for that can be extended to remove
the restriction that the transducer has only a finite number of states. Modification of program traces
using transducers can be used to insert markers during a program analysis to indicate “interesting”
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portions of the trace, such as locations of possible security flaws. The transducer model provides a
clean mechanism for this task, and transducers can be composed to apply several transformations
in a row, each using information from the previous transducers. The Pavilion language includes a
simple mechanism for transducers to insert or remove elements from program traces; this feature
is used to annotate traces of possible program errors and to mark within a program which AST
modifications should be made to implement a program transformation.
3.2. Regular expressions
The approach chosen for representing program analyses in the Pavilion system is regular ex-
pressions with pattern variables, plus a number of extensions described in this chapter. This basic
model has been used previously for program analysis [43, 101]; those papers justify the usabil-
ity of that model. In particular, regular expressions are familiar to users; regular expressions are
commonly taught in undergraduate and graduate computer science curricula, and are used in many
programming languages and in tools such as grep. In this way they are similar to context-free
grammars and push-down automata: users can understand them easily because they are a core part
of computer science. Also, implementation of regular expressions is well understood. They can be
extended to modify strings through a notation for transducers [81] as well.
Standard regular expressions on strings include the empty string ε, single symbols (such as
a), concatenation (represented by juxtaposition), disjunction (the | operator), and Kleene star (the
∗ operator, representing zero or more occurrences of a nested regular expression). Some simple
examples are:
• ab∗a (all strings of at least two symbols, starting and ending with a, and containing only
b except at the start and end)
• (1(01∗0)∗1 | 0)∗ (all multiples of 3, represented in binary)
• (ε | a)ba∗ (strings which start with either b or ab, and contain only a after that)
One possible alternative to regular expressions for program analysis is for analyses and trans-
formations to be written as explicitly specified automata. With such a model, the user would define
a set of states, along with the data carried by each. The MOPS system for program security analysis
uses such a model, requiring the user to specify deterministic finite automata (and intersections of
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them) explicitly [26, 27]. Arbitrary data could belong to each state (as long as the data is compara-
ble for equality), and arbitrary computations could be used to compute successor states. However,
the user may not easily be able to define what states are required. Also, the user would be re-
quired to describe the automaton’s transitions, along with how the state variables change for each
action in the program. When a transducer is required, automata could also include output actions
associated with their transitions. Several automaton models are possible: deterministic, nondeter-
ministic, alternating, and alternating with synchronization; epsilon transitions may or may not be
allowed. More flexibility makes writing automata easier on the user, but complicates the underlying
implementation. Writing explicit equations for state transitions, however, is required for program
analysis specification systems based on flow equations; some relatively new techniques are able to
generate these equations from a higher-level specification [116,120].
A similar approach to defining automata is for the user to define a program that operates over
a single program trace, and which is then converted by the program analysis generator to operate
over infinite sets of traces rather than single traces. The generator would internally convert the
user’s program, possibly on the fly as it is executed, into an automaton. This approach would have
many of the same advantages as defining explicit automata: any type of information may be stored
in the program’s variables, and arbitrary computations can be used to update it; see Section 3.5
on page 30 for more about these advantages. However, as explained in Section 4.2 on page 46,
automata used for analyzing and transforming programs rather than single strings must have states
that are computably comparable for equality. In the context of a program for analyzing traces, this
requirement becomes that the continuation of the program after each access to the input trace is
computable, and that the same continuations must eventually reappear if given an input string that
repeats a sequence of symbols enough times. In some programming languages, such as Haskell,
functions cannot be compared for equality at all; in others, the comparison is not accurate enough to
cause a cycle to occur for many programs (for example, comparison of closures in standard Scheme
is by their addresses). As in the case of automata, different levels of power might be provided for
programs; nondeterminism and alternation might be required to ease some analyses. For example,
intersection of regular expressions is useful to indicate that several actions must occur in the trace,
but that their order does not matter. Random access to the input trace would be too difficult to
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implement and have semantic problems: it is impossible to determine which elements of the trace
will be accessed, and it is easy to make a program which has an infinite number of possible states.
Thus, it would be difficult to use a standard programming language in combination with random
access to program traces.
Relative to approaches based on explicitly specified data flow equations, an approach based
on regular expressions on traces has both advantages and disadvantages. A trace-based approach
can automatically distinguish different traces over the same region of the program which produce
different analysis results; a disjunctive lattice is required to achieve the same precision using flow
equations. Using traces also allows actions to be examined explicitly, rather than just as their effects
on the program state. On the other hand, state-based analyses have been extended to allow some of
this extra information to be added [32, 44].
However, an approach based on analysis of program traces using regular expressions suffers
from some disadvantages relative to explicit flow equations. Although regular expressions with
pattern variables have been used in past work for program analysis, they are still not the standard
way such analyses are expressed. The advantage of trace-based approaches in separating different
traces over the same section of the program can also be a disadvantage: this approach does not allow
the traces to be combined, leading to less efficiency in some cases than traditional data flow analysis
unless extra operators are added. Flow equations support more generality in the results of program
analyses: any lattice (or semilattice in some cases) can be used as the result of an analysis, and
widening can be used to allow infinite-height lattices [38]. Many program analysis languages based
on lattices, such as PAG [4], allow the construction of new lattices; such tasks are more difficult
using regular expressions.
Because of the framework of abstract interpretation [39], flow values can be made to directly
match run-time program states. In particular, typestates are a simple abstraction of the values of
program variables [141], and are easy to express using standard data flow analysis techniques;
they form a simple model for users to define their own optimizations [64, 65]. Typestate analyses
can be expressed using regular expressions, but they are more difficult; some of the other abstract
interpreters defined in the literature cannot be usefully expressed by standard regular expressions
at all. Regular expressions, especially with the extensions described below, can also be difficult to
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implement efficiently; users may have difficulty understanding the performance of their analyses
and transformations. Implementation issues are described in more detail in Chapters 4 and 6.
3.3. Extensions to the basic regular expression model
In addition to the basic regular expression operations and pattern variables as used in [43, 101,
102], several other language features would be desirable. Some are beneficial for implementing
concept-based optimizations, while others are designed to improve the orthogonality and complete-
ness of the language. This section discusses these possible features and their utility; Chapter 4 on
page 44 shows how the combination of features affects the options for implementing the Pavilion
language.
Each section in the rest of this chapter is about one possible language feature or set of features.
The first section explains the addition of intersection and complement operators to regular expres-
sions to produce extended regular expressions, why that is useful, and how it affects the language
implementation. The second section then describes the implementation option of embedding the
Pavilion language within an existing programming language, and how that would change the lan-
guage features. Next, the ability to define functions with an analysis or transformation specification
is described. Another important feature, the ability to have analyses return results beyond simple
Boolean values, is in the fourth section. Related to that (for implementation reasons) is the issue
of quantification of variables, in the fifth section. The ability to call functions in the underlying
programming language used for program operations is next, followed by the ability to nest path
quantifiers within more complicated expressions. After that is the issue of where specifications
should be placed relative to the source code. The final section discusses how transformations on the
input program are specified, and what types of transformations are supported.
3.4. Extended regular expression operators
One extension to traditional regular expressions that is useful for several applications is to add
intersection and complementation operators to produce extended regular expressions [2, p. 410].
Intersection allows, for example, a direct expression of the requirement that two different values
are computed (in any order) in a certain part of the program trace. For example, the extended
regular expression ((a|b|c)∗a(a|b|c)∗)∧((a|b|c)∗a(a|b|c)∗) represents a string that contains at least
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one a and one b, in any order. Intersections are produced by the expansion of the expression
patterns shown in Section 5.3 on page 66. Complementation is less directly useful, but it can
express, for example, the property that some incorrect action by a program is not negated by a
later corrective action; it also allows optimizations to be enabled by requirements such as that a
variable is not modified before its previous value is used. Complementation also allows universal
quantification over paths to be implemented by existential quantification (using the equivalence
∀x.pat ≡ ¬∃x.¬pat). Previous systems for program analysis specification often did not include
these extra operators, or limited their use.
Normal regular expressions can be directly translated into nondeterministic finite automata [70,
p. 30]; the operators used in the regular expressions translate directly into automaton features,
and the translation produces an automata (with ε-transitions) that is linear in size relative to the
size of the regular expression. The obvious way to implement the extension of regular expressions
to extended regular expressions is to change the implementing automaton structure from nonde-
terministic finite automata to alternating finite automata. Alternating finite automata generalize
nondeterministic automata by allowing both disjunctions and conjunctions on states; in addition to
states with the property “at least one successor state leads to an accepting path,” the property “all
successor states must lead to accepting paths” is also allowed [24]. However, a direct translation
into alternating finite automata is incorrect for extended regular expressions [89, 158].
The explanation for this difference is given by Kupferman and Zuhovitsky [89], and the expla-
nation here follows theirs. The reason for the difference in power is that (A∧B) ·C is not always
equal to (A ·C)∧ (B ·C) when A, B, and C are arbitrary regular expressions. One example of this
inequivalence is (ε∧ a) · a∗, which is the empty language (as a is a terminal symbol, and ε is the
empty string), while (ε · a∗)∧ (a · a∗) is equivalent to a · a∗. Note that the equivalence does hold
universally if ∧ is replaced by ∨; this equation is used to convert non-extended regular expressions
to nondeterministic automata. In particular, when matching a string w, (A∧B) ·C requires that the
prefixes of w matching A and B are identical. On the other hand, (A ·C)∧ (B ·C) allows differ-
ent prefixes of w to be used, as long as the corresponding suffixes both match C. Extensions to
the alternating finite automaton model can directly express this synchronization, such as partially
input-synchronized alternating finite automata [158] and alternating automata with synchronized
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universality and negation [89]. We use a model that is similar to partially input-synchronized al-
ternating finite automata to implement extended regular expressions in the Pavilion system; this
model is explained in Section 4.4.4.
3.5. Embedding in an existing language
One possible implementation option that would greatly increase the elegance and power of
the language is to define it as a domain-specific embedded language (DSEL) within an existing
programming language. This approach would solve many of the other problems in this chapter:
user-defined functions would be directly supported, whether they were written as regular expres-
sions, path quantifications, or as native functions in the underlying language. Analysis results could
belong to a wide variety of data types, and a large standard library would make those objects easy
to manipulate in powerful ways. Variables in analyses could be directly supported, although quan-
tification on them might be more difficult. The language syntax would also be familiar, and the
language definition would be pre-written: the Pavilion language would just be a set of library types
and functions added to it.
Unfortunately, existing programming languages do not have the features required for direct use
for expressing regular expressions and using them for program analysis; Section 4.2 on page 46
explains this issue in more detail. The general problem is that standard programming languages do
not support extensional equality comparison of functions or continuations, even for those simple
cases where such a comparison would be easily computable. A mixed approach is also possible, in
which some parts of a specification are explicitly defined data structures while others are embedded
code. This hybrid approach is used for some parts of specifications in the Pavilion system, and is
explained in more detail in Section 5.1 on page 60. The advantage of a hybrid approach is that
some of the data structures can be generated by native-language code, and calls to native functions
can be expressed directly; these two features greatly ease implementation and increase language
expressiveness.
3.6. User-defined functions
Allowing the definition of functions within an analysis would be beneficial for many reasons.
Standard programming languages have functions in order to reuse and organize code in different
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parts of an application, and then form functions into libraries for cross-application reuse. Similarly,
allowing program analyses and transformations to be reused will make them easier to write, and
enable knowledge from one developer to be passed to others. Also, more complicated analyses
and transformations can be developed from simpler ones; analyses using the semantic information
from one concept can be used to give information to those for other concepts, and the combination
of information from several analyses, with each using information from the others to enhance its
precision (superanalysis [31]) may also be implementable using this mechanism. Some past work
has allowed functions to be defined and called during an analysis. Ben-David et al allow properties
to be written as semi-extended regular expressions with automata labeling edges [14]. The PSL/-
Sugar specification language for hardware also allows extended regular expressions to be defined
into variables and then reused across several property specifications [1]. The PQL system includes
even recursive calls to subqueries defined as separate functions [104]. Systems based on embedding
into general-purpose programming languages, such as [46], also allow function definitions and calls
through those languages, although not always within regular expressions. The Bandera system [36]
allows predicates to be defined based on properties in the program state, but those properties cannot
use temporal quantifiers or represent program path fragments.
A distinction must be made between functions that express properties of program points and
those that express properties of paths (“state formulas” and “path formulas,” to use CTL* terminol-
ogy [48]). Functions on program points are useful for tasks such as checking whether an expression
is computed on all paths leading into a particular point (Section 3.10 on page 38). Functions on
paths are less useful when arbitrary nesting of path quantifiers is allowed, but they allow analyses
to be more precisely applied to single traces rather than to the collection of traces through a given
program point.
One example of an optimization that uses user-defined functions (expressed using the native
function mechanism) is the constant propagation analysis (including value tracking through variable
assignments) shown in Section 7.4 on page 95. In this optimization, the find−constant function (a
property of nodes) is used to find all of the variables that have constant values. The function is
necessary because a loop might contain a sequence of variable assignments which passes a constant
value through several assignments, leaving it in its original variable at the end of the loop body.
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Such a loop would preserve the constant through all iterations. For the optimization to obtain that
information, a recursive set of path quantifiers must be used: at each program point that contains a
variable copy, the incoming constants must be found. The function is used to provide the necessary
recursion to handle arbitrary programs.
Definition and reuse of functions over single program points or states is straightforward: all
that is required is the capability to call functions at particular points in the analysis, which is useful
for many other purposes as shown in Section 3.9 on page 36. Models that explicitly build an
automaton for each subterm of an extended regular expression and then compose them are able to
directly process non-recursive inclusion of separately defined paths. For example, the automaton
for each path can be stored in a variable, and then incorporated just as if it had been written as
a regular expression. On the other hand, regular expressions that invoke themselves recursively
through tail recursion are more difficult for such models; the entire automaton cannot be built
until it already exists, leading to an infinite recursion. Approaches based on building deterministic
automata on the fly from the input regular expressions also have problems with this feature; methods
for concatenating new automata onto the ends of existing ones cannot distinguish tail from non-tail
recursion.
On the other hand, models that build automata incrementally can often “hand off” the flow of
control within the analysis to a separate automaton. For example, a model that builds a nondeter-
ministic automaton from each regular expression can just, when an automaton in a separate function
is invoked in a tail call, add appropriate edges to the start state of the new automaton; no knowledge
of the automaton other than the name (and possibly arguments) of its start state is necessary. Using
a predictable pattern (for example, based on the variable name) for start state names is enough to
allow connections to be made, even for automata which have not yet been generated. Models that
create deterministic automaton states from a nondeterministic automaton as they are needed can
also use this approach, as can alternating automaton models with added synchronization.
Paths defined as separate, reusable entities may cause changes in the semantics of regular
expressions: arbitrarily recursive path expressions allow context-free grammars or even Boolean
grammars [107] to be specified. However, allowing only tail recursion in path expressions is safe,
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and non-recursive inclusion of path expressions is safe anywhere. A static check could be provided
to ensure that only tail recursion is used.
3.7. Non-Boolean analysis results
In past systems using regular expressions for program analysis, the results of an analysis are
limited to a Boolean value indicating whether the property was or was not satisfied, as well as
possibly a set of variable bindings and a program trace or set of program traces. On the other
hand, systems that use flow equations to compute analysis results can process a wide variety of data
types, and often include syntax for analysis writers to define new data types, such as in [4]. Parsing
techniques used for strings, such as LALR(1) parser generators [78] and parser combinators [71],
also support arbitrary data attached to nonterminals and computed by parser actions. Thus, it would
be useful for the Pavilion language to support arbitrary data types as well. In addition to simulating
flow equation-based program analysis, arbitrary data types are beneficial in increasing the generality
and elegance of the Pavilion language. They are also able (through storing environments mapping
from program expressions to properties) to replace pattern variables; they are used for this purpose
in standard dataflow analyses (such as in analysis code generator PAG [4]).
Many analyses in the Pavilion language use analysis results that are functions from environ-
ments to Boolean values. The function find−constant in the constant propagation analysis shown in
Section 7.4 on page 95 is an example of such a result type. It returns a mapping from program vari-
ables to their constant values (for those variables that have them). A single Boolean value would not
be appropriate for this function to return because the variables and constant values returned from it
are not known on entry; thus, the function is not just a predicate on existing values, but must return
variable bindings. It might also return several variable bindings, so a single environment is not
enough to return. It must return a set of environments; a mapping from environments to Boolean
values (a characteristic function for the set) provides a more general form for its result.
One issue in allowing non-Boolean result types for extended regular expressions is that the
operators used in forming them are particularly tied to Boolean values. The ∧, ∨, and ¬ operators
obviously have this problem, but even concatenation and Kleene star are defined in terms of ∧ and
∨, such as in [129]. The logical operators can be generalized to arbitrary functions easily enough,
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but concatenation and Kleene star remain as issues. Those two operators have been dualized (with
the ∧ and ∨ operations interchanged in their definitions) [108]; this change provides a template for
generalizing them to use arbitrary functions instead of ∧ and ∨ by showing what must be modified
in the definitions of concatenation and Kleene star to obtain definitions consistent with new ∧ and ∨
operators. Other generalizations of regular expression return types have also been defined, such as
to values in arbitrary lattices [100], but this work limits the operations used to the standard regular
expression operations; the class of automata into which their regular expressions translate is not
closed under complementation. Also, only the meet and join operators of the lattice can be used,
not arbitrary combine functions.
The main issue with arbitrary data types is the termination of analyses using them. Boolean
expressions have only two possible values, and there are simple rewrite rules to simplify those
expressions. Such a set of rewrite rules is used in [129] to define a proof procedure for equality
comparison of extended regular expressions. A similar set of rewrite rules or an alternative rep-
resentation for states would be necessary to support other data types. These issues are explained
in more detail in Section 4.2 on page 46. For arbitrary data types to be truly useful, a standard
library for manipulating the more sophisticated data types must be provided; allowing calls to code
in a general-purpose programming language (described in Section 3.9 on page 36) with an existing
standard library is one useful solution for that.
3.8. Variable quantification
One issue in the design of the Pavilion language is whether, and how, variables can be quan-
tified. Two basic forms of quantification, existential and universal, are defined in standard logics.
In an existential quantification, the requirement is that some value of the variable satisfies a given
property. For universal quantification, the requirement is that all possible values satisfy the prop-
erty. In the Pavilion language design, the main issue is which of those quantifications are allowed,
and how they are allowed to be nested, both relative to each other and relative to path quantifiers.
Existential quantification is required for program analysis, and is provided by almost all past
program analysis frameworks based on regular expressions [43, 101]. This form of quantification
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allows queries such “there was some expression in the program that was assigned to variable x.” Be-
cause the push-down automaton of the program contains arbitrarily assigned values that represent
AST nodes, many parts of the program must be matched by variables, and those are almost always
existentially quantified; similar uses motivated their inclusion in past work as well. An interesting
possibility for implementing variables that fits well with some underlying implementation strategies
is to require variables to be explicitly declared, assigned, and used. In particular, approaches based
on nondeterministic automata keep variables explicitly as members of the automaton state, and so
manipulating them directly is possible. This strategy makes implementation simpler, and allows
variables to be reassigned after they have already been bound. However, that implementation re-
stricts language design in many other ways; with this implementation, variables must be explicitly
represented by single values in the automaton state, preventing disequality constraints on values
such as are required for fully general complementation of regular expressions.
Universal quantification, on the other hand, is useful for completeness but is less directly moti-
vated by practical requirements. It can, however, be used for implementing the complement of an
existentially quantified clause; the complement might be implicitly created by translating a univer-
sal path quantification as explained in Section 3.4 on 28. The Pavilion system implements comple-
mentation directly, but must keep the same information for existential quantifiers inside complement
operators as would be required for a universal quantifier, because of the duality between existential
and universal quantifiers expressed by the identity ¬∃x.ϕ≡ ∀x.¬ϕ.
A final issue in variable quantification is how quantifiers can be nested, relative to each other
and to path quantifiers. If patterns such as ∀x.∃y.pat are allowed, the resulting set of variable
bindings is a function, rather than a value or tuple of values. This issue does not prevent an effec-
tive implementation, but makes the task more difficult. Also, Liu and Stoller [102] give the regular
expression (∃x.pat)∗ as an example of a class of regular expressions that are more difficult to imple-
ment: every iteration of the loop defined by the ∗ operator can have a different value for x. Limiting
variable quantifiers to just inside path quantifiers prevents such cases, but leads to an unnecessary
loss in flexibility. Variable quantifiers can also be limited to be just outside path quantifiers; Liu
et al show an implementation strategy for that case [101]. Fully general variable quantification is
implementable, however, such as by the approach discussed in Section 4.4.4 on page 53.
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Variable quantifiers are frequently used in practical Pavilion analyses to “hide” variables from
enclosing operations. In particular, many analyses use intermediate variables to represent internal
information about the traces they match. A concrete example of this feature is in the parity analysis
shown in Section 11 on page 100. In this analysis, a function parity−of−vars is used to find the
parities of all variables at a given program point. This analysis works by finding the last assignment
to each variable, and determining the parity of the right-hand side of that assignment. A temporary
pattern variable $e is used to represent the last-assigned expression for each variable. However,
this variable name is internal to the parity−of−vars function, and in particular is reused in the
parity−of−exprs function. As each variable can only be assigned once in any particular context, a
local scope must be used to prevent interference between the two functions, and between recursive
calls of the same function.
3.9. Native functions
A desirable feature for increasing the power of a domain-specific language is for analyses and
transformations in the Pavilion language to be able to call native functions defined in a general-
purpose programming language. As the Pavilion language is interpreted by a program written in
Scheme, native functions must be written in Scheme (or languages that it can call using a foreign
function interface). Several nice features can be easily implemented using native functions. Tests
for whether a particular type models a particular concept, for example, are not possible to imple-
ment directly using regular expressions; a native call to Scheme code is required to access this
information. This particular functionality could be implemented as a special case in the Pavilion
implementation, but there is no fundamental need for that. The ability to unparse a portion of an
abstract syntax tree into human-readable form is also useful, particularly for debugging and when
implementing pure program analyses whose results are intended for user consumption. Certain in-
formation does not need to be provided in the program trace if it can be obtained through separate
function calls; expression types and file positions are examples of this information. Mutation of
the program can also be provided through this mechanism, although special-purpose functionality
is better for that.
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Native functions are heavily used in Pavilion analyses and optimizations. Scheme functions
are used to represent the user-defined functions shown in Section 3.6, and the ability to embed
arbitrary code is used for other computations that cannot be expressed otherwise. Two examples
of such computations are in the integer parity analysis shown in Section 11 on page 100. When an
integer constant is found in the program, its parity must be determined; a built-in mechanism for
this computation does not exist in the Pavilion system, as it is specific to this particular analysis.
Thus, an embedded Scheme function performs the arithmetic operation required. Similarly, in the
addition case of the analysis, the parity of the sum of two values is computed using Scheme code.
In the interest of defining a powerful language, the Pavilion language allows arbitrary native
function calls and thus is Turing-complete. This property differs from certain previous systems,
such as [106], that are able to guarantee that all analyses terminate with a fixed maximum com-
plexity. With a Turing-complete language, of course, neither of those properties can be assured.
However, many analyses can be expressed within those more restricted languages, and that subset
should terminate even when written in the more powerful Pavilion language. An implementation
goal of the Pavilion system is that any analysis or transformation that appears to “obviously” ter-
minate (for example, has only a finite number of states when expressed as an explicit automaton)
should also terminate when written using the Pavilion language.
3.10. Nested path quantification
The ability to nest path quantifiers is useful in an analysis specification language. Nested path
quantifiers allow a query on a particular path to depend on other paths to the program points on
the original path. For example, it is possible to express queries such as “at every program point
where f() is called, was there some incoming path where g() has been called?” This capability
allows the specification of properties such as whether a variable has been initialized, whether all
previous assignments to a variable used the same value, and whether some outgoing path from the
current program point triggers a certain bug. The role of nested path quantification in testing for
AST patterns and generalized expression patterns is shown in Section 5.3 on page 66.
Path quantifiers come in two standard forms: existential and universal. The quantifiers can also
be evaluated forward and backward in time (i.e., referring to paths until a certain program point or
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those after it). Path quantification is necessary for the correctness of most program optimizations.
For example, as shown using the regular-expression-based implementation in [42], a certain variable
is constant at a program point if all paths leading into that program point have the variable defined
as that constant; this query uses a universal, backward path quantification.
Nested path quantifications are not difficult to implement: only some small changes to the im-
plementation allow path quantification expressions to be functions in the underlying programming
language, and then the ability to call natively-defined functions allows nested path quantifiers as
well. The only potential problems are ensuring that the native function calls have access to the
current program point, passing variables between the layers of nesting, and ensuring that whatever
caches are used for results of the inner quantifier expressions persist across different calls. Also,
allowing path quantifications to be nested recursively causes more difficulty for the implementation.
One important use for nested path quantifications is in determining whether a particular expres-
sion is computed at a given program point. An expression pattern can be expanded in three different
ways: one that only evaluates the current path, one that evaluates all paths leading to the current
program point, and one that evaluates some path (using an existential quantifier) leading to the cur-
rent program point. In the second case, the tree pattern is expanded into a single terminal pattern
for the root of the expression tree, and then a universal, backward path query to determine if the
operands of the root node were computed using the correct expressions; the third case is analogous
using an existential quantifier. Some simplifications can be used in this process for efficiency, but in
general a path quantification occurs in the translation. More details of the translation, including its
use of path quantifiers, are shown in Section 5.3 on page 66. It would be possible to do without path
quantification for this purpose, but it would be much more difficult. The problem then becomes that
there is a certain point in a path (specified by part of a regular expression), and there must be a check
that all of the string seen so far matches a pattern (i.e., instead of checking all paths into a certain
program point, only the current path is checked). This refinement gives a more precise analysis, but
would require one of two changes: either a two-way automaton must be used for path checking or
the previous part of the regular expression must be modified. Two-way automata are equivalent in
power (without variables) to one-way automata, but the transformation is complicated. The second
option has the problem that the regular expression needing to be modified may be deeply nested in
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a more complicated expression, and the transformation required is not compositional (because of
concatenation and Kleene star, in particular). The current Pavilion system requires combinations
of regular expressions on the same trace to be created manually; the difficulties in performing the
combinations are explained in the context of the example in Section 7.1 on page 84. Nested path
quantification is less precise, but much simpler to implement and more compositional.
There is a subtle, but important, difference between path quantifications that are based on pro-
gram states versus those based on program points in the source code. A program analysis system
associates an analysis result with each location in the program, which may or may not contain more
information than just a program point. In context-insensitive systems for program analysis, the
analysis result at a given program point is the same no matter how that point was reached. In this
case, locations used for analysis are just program points. In context-sensitive systems, on the other
hand, a location in the program includes both a program point and the call stack by which it was
reached; the stacks may be abstracted, but this definition is true abstractly. In the Pavilion system,
the locations at which path quantifications start are exactly the same as the program points; extra
information such as the current procedure stack is not included. This behavior differs from that of
some previous algorithms for context-sensitive program analysis and model checking, such as [51],
in which path quantifications start from context-sensitive locations which do include call stacks.
Adding information about calling contexts or extra information about the values of program
expressions or variables (as in a path-sensitive analysis) into the definition of a location produces
a benefit in the quality of analysis that can be performed. The full-state semantics also have the
advantage of matching the semantics of logics such as CTL∗ that only consider states (to whatever
level of detail is used in the analysis) and paths between them as objects of interest; the particular
way in which the model was generated is not considered. On the other hand, using only program
points as the units of analysis within an otherwise context-sensitive model is somewhat less elegant,
and also less precise. However, it matches how programs are transformed: a transformation on a
program does not apply to only a single calling context, unless parts of the program are cloned [35].
If the greater precision of a location-based approach is needed, the path quantifier can be removed
by modifying its enclosing regular expression; see Section 3.10 on page 38 for more information
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on this transformation. That transformation adds even greater precision than a location-based ap-
proach, but is not compositional: extensive changes to the enclosing regular expression might be
required to remove a path quantifier. Both approaches are feasible, but the program-point-based
approach is more likely to match how users view their programs, and matches how program opti-
mizations and other transformations are typically applied.
A few previous systems provide nesting of quantifications over program paths. In model check-
ing, the logic CTL∗ [48] and the modal µ-calculus [88] provide the ability to quantify over all paths
from a given state, and allowing quantification over all paths leading to a given state is a standard
extension to CTL∗. A first-order version of µ-calculus supports quantification over both program
paths and pattern variables. An algorithm for fully context-sensitive analysis of pushdown automata
using such logics is given in [17]. As many program optimizations require conditions such as “all
paths up to this program point have property P,” non-nested universal path quantifications are sup-
ported by previous optimization specification languages based on regular expressions [43, 101].
Error checking and verification systems, such as FLAVERS [47] and MOPS [26], use only single
existential path queries.
3.11. Placement of analysis and optimization specifications
A particular usability issue with the Pavilion language is where analyses and optimizations
should be placed relative to the programs being transformed. The basic issue is whether program
operation specifications should be within the source code (in some form), or in a separate file; if
they are in the source code, how closely should they be tied to the program? This issue is also
affected by the implementation language and status of the language: if the Pavilion language is
widely used, and at the point where it would be considered for standardization as a part of C++,
integrating it closely would be much easier to accomplish than if it is a prototype system with only
a few users. If the language were widely accepted, compiler vendors would be more likely to add
it to their compiler implementations; direct integration into a compiler would allow more direct
integration into the language. Also, the language used for the implementation and how program
operations are compiled affects this issue: using some of the closer levels of integration require (or
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strongly suggest) an implementation in C++ to directly take advantage of the ROSE infrastructure
or another similar compiler infrastructure.
The closest form of integration is to have analysis and optimization specifications as an in-
tegral part of the C++ language. This option is the best for ease of use, as program operations
would be directly in the source code, and have direct access to C++ features such as template in-
stantiation. Concepts and related constructs of generic programming are supported in a language
extension (ConceptC++ [58]) proposed for addition to the next version of the C++ language [62].
For concept-based analyses and optimizations, two locations might be provided for specifications:
directly within a concept definition, and as a separate declaration. Placing the specifications within
a concept definition is more convenient when they are directly part of a given concept. Allowing
them to be separate is also required, however, as a program operation might be added later by a user
who did not write the concept in use; this requirement is similar to the need for retroactive modeling
of concepts (declaring that a type models a concept separately from the definition of the type) [56].
Similar concerns apply to type-based operations and those for specific library functions. The pro-
posal for extending C++ with concept support includes the ability to specify axioms associated with
each concept [62, §concept.axiom]. These axioms are explicitly allowed to be used as rewrite rules,
applied in either direction; they can also be defined to be conditional based on the values of other
expressions in the program.
This approach, however, is not feasible using current ROSE technology. First, ConceptC++ is
not supported by the current version of EDG front end for parsing and type checking C++, prevent-
ing its use by ROSE, which uses that front end. Adding this support to the front end is difficult.
There is currently no easily extensible parser for the full C++ language; the only implementation
available of ConceptC++ is in the GNU g++ compiler [58,59], which is not easy to use in a source-
to-source transformation framework.
A more limited approach would be to provide analysis and optimization specifications as an-
notations within a ConceptC++ program, with a separate parser for them. Thus, the language-
supported concepts would be used to trigger program operations, but the implementation of those
operations would be separate. However, these annotations would not be well-integrated into the
language, and would not be subject to the language’s syntax and type checking. Similarly to the
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previous approach, the lack of ConceptC++ support in ROSE prevents any use of ConceptC++, even
without trying to extend the language with analysis and optimization specifications.
A similar approach that can be implemented using the current C++ language is to provide traits
classes that indicate which types model each concept [75,105,125]. Such an implementation simu-
lates concepts using C++, and provides methods to use template metaprogramming [149] to deter-
mine whether a type models a particular concept. Traits classes have been used, including within
implementations of the C++ Standard Library [73], to dispatch algorithms to specialized implemen-
tations based on the concepts modeled by their argument types; the algorithm std::advance with
three separate implementations, chosen based on the type of iterator used as an argument, is an
example. Allowing the Pavilion system to use this approach would involve associating annotations
to traits classes, and then instantiating those traits classes with particular types to determine which
program operations apply to those types. ROSE does not currently support instantiating templates
with new types during a transformation, however; some workarounds are possible, but they are not
elegant. An alternative would be for the Pavilion implementation to instantiate the templates itself,
but template instantiation is a complicated process and is difficult to get fully correct; an approxima-
tion to the process would not match the behavior of normal C++ traits classes. Using traits classes
also shares the problem with all annotation-based approaches that C++ language mechanisms for
correctness checking do not apply.
Instead of using C++ templates to represent concepts, a separate representation could also be
provided using annotations in the source code. Several previous systems for program analysis use
this approach for other types of annotation: for example, the STLlint system uses it to specify the
behavior of generic algorithms [61], and the Broadway system uses it to specify properties of library
functions [65]. In the Pavilion system, annotations would often need to duplicate the information
provided by traits classes, as several standard C++ concepts (such as those for iterators [73, §24.3.3])
already include traits classes that must be specialized for models. Also, this strategy requires repli-
cating the template instantiation process (or something similar) based on the concepts defined using
annotations; however, these concepts do not pretend to be normal C++ templates and thus differ-
ences in behavior are more acceptable. This approach shares the previously stated disadvantages of
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annotation-based systems. It is, however, implementable in the current ROSE framework, and does
not require any extensions to the C++ language.
A final location for specifications, the least integrated into the program’s source code, is a
separate file. This file can be parsed using any syntax desired, but the parser cannot reuse any com-
ponents from a C++ front end. This approach has all of the difficulties of annotations: concept rela-
tionships must be specified and checked manually; and type checking of the specification file would
be completely separate from that of the C++ code, allowing possible mismatches in specifications.
However, specifications in separate files are easy to implement, and do not tie the implementation
to any particular language. The previous implementation strategies require integration into a C++
front end, and that tends to imply using C or C++ rather than a higher-level language. Traditional
systems for analysis and optimization specification, intended for use in building compilers, use sep-
arate files; they are not meant to integrate with program source, and that decision is appropriate in
that context.
The Pavilion system currently uses a separate file for specifications, largely for simplicity.
Also, the Pavilion implementation is in Scheme, which is not able to directly integrate with the
ROSE framework to allow direct processing of C++ code. A translation process is implemented to
pass information between Scheme and the ROSE framework, but this process does not provide the
level of integration necessary for the more direct inclusion of program operation specifications in
source code. It would be possible to implement such a translation process, however. The Pavilion
implementation uses the embedding of Scheme code into regular expressions to elegantly express
parameterized optimizations (including those based on concepts); see Section 5.4.2 on page 72 for
more details.
3.12. Conclusion
Overall, a language approach based on extended regular expressions, interpreted over program
traces, allows a large amount of flexibility in adding new features. Many possibilities exist, although
some cause implementation issues; the tradeoffs between the features and implementation ensures
that deciding on a particular feature set to use is a nontrivial task. The next chapter explains these
implementation choices.
CHAPTER 4
Regular expression implementation options
When designing the Pavilion language, implementability was a major concern. Many features
are desirable to include, especially to have a fully general and orthogonal language, but implemen-
tation concerns may preclude some of them. Seemingly easy solutions exist in the literature for
implementing these features, but those solutions are limited to the context of parsing single strings
rather than computing intersection of two languages. Work on analyzing (or model checking) lan-
guages as opposed to single strings uses languages that are much more limited in functionality.
The goal of this work is to attempt to analyze infinite languages using specifications with almost as
much power as those used on single strings.
Particular desired language features tend to suggest particular implementation approaches;
however, those often conflict with other language features. This work attempts to find a reason-
able combination that is both implementable and easy to use. As the goals of the Pavilion language
are both ease of use and power, elegance and orthogonality of language features were also ma-
jor concerns. These goals motivate the desire to include language features for completeness, even
when they are not motivated by particular examples. Compositionality of the language is also a
major design constraint, as that is required for combining independently written analyses and op-
timizations, and for using results from one analysis (for example, on types modeling a particular
concept) to give information to some other analysis. Another, more minor, concern was the per-
formance and scalability of the implementation; however, language power was considered more
important. Some performance issues have been considered, however, and future implementations
may use more sophisticated techniques to implement the Pavilion language more efficiently.
Overall, the main design goals of the Pavilion language are ease of use, expressiveness, support
for abstraction-based optimization, and the possibility of an efficient implementation. The subgoals
to achieve ease of use are to have an orthogonal feature set, generality of the language constructs
supported, and similarity to already known languages and structures. Expressiveness is intended to
44
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be achieved by allowing varied value types, functions, compositionality, and the ability to call into
a lower-level programming language when necessary.
This chapter explains the implementation concerns in designing the regular expression portions
of the Pavilion language. In particular, it surveys a number of automaton models useful for imple-
menting regular-expression-based program analysis and optimization, and analyzes their effect on
possible language features.
4.1. Generalizing regular expressions for program analysis
One issue in designing the Pavilion language is to determine which generalizations of standard
regular expressions should be included, considering the goals of power, ease of use, orthogonality,
and implementability. Past work in this area has also included pattern variables as part of regular
expressions [46, 101], and shown that they are useful for program analysis. Many other possible
and desirable features exist; implementability becomes a major concern in determining which can
be included.
In order to use regular expressions for program analysis, they must be translated into some
type of automaton. Regular expressions (including extended regular expressions) can be directly
interpreted on strings, for example by treating them as Boolean grammars and using a variant of
the CYK algorithm [107]. However, as shown by [42], this approach does not work for intersecting
a context-free language with a regular expression. Thus, an automaton representation is necessary,
even if the states in the automaton correspond fairly closely to regular expressions (as in [42,129]).
Because of pattern variables and arbitrary computations within regular expressions, the set of
states used for the automaton created from any particular regular expression is not known until the
automaton is applied to a particular program. Some past work, such as [42], solved this problem
by first applying a version of the regular expression in which all pattern variables are ignored to
the program, and then filling in the variable values later once particular matching program paths
are known. The disadvantage of this approach is that it restricts flexibility and efficiency: having
variables filled in during the first pass over the program allows more non-matching paths to be
skipped immediately, and allows computations and arbitrary variable quantifications (both existen-
tial and universal) within the regular expression. The disadvantage of a dynamically created state
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set is that it complicates the implementation: see Section 6.2 on page 77 for details. It also means
that techniques that rely on having the entire state set in advance, such as explicit construction and
operations on finite-state automata, cannot be applied without modifications.
Unlike program analysis using sophisticated extensions to regular expressions, parsing strings
using regular expressions or more complicated grammars is a well-understood problem. In fact,
standard tools exist for parsing strings using context-free grammars, such as Yacc [78]. One partic-
ularly simple approach to string parsing is parser combinators [71], in which parsers are represented
as functions, and complicated parsers are built from simpler ones using a set of combinators. This
approach is designed for parsing context-free languages, but allows arbitrary computations to be
embedded into the parser. Also, a data structure can be built incrementally based on parts of the
input string, and arbitrary values can be passed between portions of the parser. Thus, the parser
combinator approach gives both flexibility and a simple interface for building sophisticated parsers,
but it only applies to single strings.
Any parsing algorithm that is able to parse a string online (reading one character at a time
in sequence) can easily be converted into an automaton. The transformation is just to turn the
algorithm into a coroutine; every time the algorithm is about to read a character from the input
string, it should save its state and then suspend itself. Equivalently, the function to read from the
input string should accept a continuation function that is called with the newly-read character. This
function then contains all of the current state of the parser. These transformations can be done
independently of what kind or amount of state the parser stores internally.
4.2. The state equality problem
The problem with applying standard approaches to string parsing to program analysis is that,
unlike string parsing algorithms, language intersection algorithms require a computable mechanism
to determine if two automaton states are equal. Equality of automaton states is not needed for string
parsing because the string itself is finite, and this finiteness means that (in the absence of epsilon
transitions, which can be handled using a graph reachability algorithm) there cannot be any infinite
loops in the parsing process. On the other hand, for language intersection, the program trace set and
the language produced by the analysis are almost always infinite, and so some method of detecting
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loops is required for the analysis to terminate. Loops in both the program’s push-down automaton
and the analysis automaton must be detected, but the push-down automaton (when the Steffen
model of the program is used) is directly based on the (finite) control flow graph, so loop checking
for that automaton is easy.
Checking for loops in the analysis or transformation automaton would be easy if extensional
equality (equality based on input-output mappings, rather than syntactic structure) were supported
for arbitrary functions. If extensional equality were computable, any approach that is capable of
parsing (or transducing) single strings could be used for program analysis (or transformation) using
the conversion algorithm given above. The lack of extensional function equality requires that the
Pavilion language be restricted to produce a state set that, at least on any given input program, is
finite. Because of the goal of flexibility in the language, the restrictions imposed do not prevent
all infinite-state systems (to preserve Turing-completeness), but regular expressions that appear
to be finite-state (and that can be processed by other regular-expression-based program analysis
approaches) must produce finite state sets.
Thus, several approaches allow the implementation of regular expressions as automata in a way
that preserves easy comparison of states. The rest of this chapter surveys the possible implemen-
tations, giving their effects on the regular expression extensions they allow. Most are based on
deterministic automata, computed on the fly from extended regular expressions, but nondetermin-
istic automata are useful for trace transduction. The Pavilion system, as explained in Chapter 6 on
page 75, uses a mix of deterministic and nondeterministic automata in an attempt to get the best of
both types of automata.
The automaton model chosen has significant impacts on which language features are easily
supportable. Table 1 shows the possible features associated with each automaton model, as well as
those supported in each layer of the mixed implementation chosen for the Pavilion system.
4.3. Nondeterministic finite automata
One form of automaton that can be used for implementing regular expressions is that of nonde-
terministic automata. These are particularly good for existential path queries using standard regular
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Feature NFA DFA Deriv. ASUNa Conc. treeb NFA/CTc
Intersection Yese Yes Yes Yes Yes Yesg
Union Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Complementation No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yesg
Concatenation and Kleene star Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Symbol patterns Yesd Yese Yes Yes Yes Yes
Existential var. quantification Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Universal var. quantification No No Yes Yes Yes Yesg
Node property queries Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Non-Boolean path query results No Yes Yesd No Yesd Yesd
Tail recursive path queries Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yesf
Symbol transduction Yes No No No No Yesf
aSection 4.4.3 on page 52.
bSection 4.4.4 on page 53.
cSection 5.1 on page 60.
dWith some limitations explained in the text.
eBut impractical, especially in combination with other supported features.
fIn the outer layer only.
gIn the inner layer only.
TABLE 1. Directly supported features for each implementation approach.
expressions, and are used for this purpose, for example, in [101]. However, they have difficulty
implementing negation and universal quantification.
Nondeterministic automata can be built through several procedures. They can be built directly,
using textbook methods [70, pp. 30–33]. In particular, union, concatenation, and Kleene star are
easy and direct in this model, and intersection is possible with only a multiplicative increase in
automaton size. Existentially quantified variables can also be directly included: an automaton can
just branch for each possible value of the variable. Nondeterministic automata can also be directly
chained: the accepting states of one automaton can just contain epsilon transitions to the start state
of another, and the second automaton does not need to have any particular form (or be previously
defined) for these transitions to be added. Transduction can also be directly supported, including
the ability to decide how to modify a particular area of the program using information later in the
trace. Thus, a nondeterministic automaton can be built on the fly from a regular expression, and
just directly interpreted over the input push-down automaton.
The main advantage of an approach based on nondeterministic automata is that existential con-
structs and disjunction are easy and efficient. The automaton can just split into two branches for a
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disjunction; concatenation of two regular expressions (where the two parts of an input string can be
split at any of a number of locations) and the Kleene star operator can also be directly handled in this
way. Also, existential quantifications over possible variable bindings are easy; different branches
of the automaton’s execution can independently choose which value of a variable to bind, and
whichever branch succeeds provides the final binding for the variable. Existential quantifications
over paths are also direct: push-down automaton already include nondeterminism, and intersecting
one with a nondeterministic automaton just uses that capability. Using nondeterminism in combina-
tion with existential path quantification also provides efficiency benefits: computations and results
for the same branch of the automaton over the same nonterminal in the grammar can be combined,
regardless of which other branches of the automaton are also being processed for that nonterminal.
The major disadvantage of nondeterministic automata is that complementation is expensive
and complicated. The standard algorithm for complementing automata is to produce a determin-
istic automaton and then interchange the accepting and non-accepting states [70, p. 59]. When an
automaton has a large or infinite number of states, this method is not practical. A nondeterministic
automaton can be determinized on the fly as it is executed, but the number of states created may be
exponentially large. The states of the complemented automaton would then be subsets of the orig-
inal state sets; these states might end up being combined into an even larger automaton that could
become nondeterministic again (perhaps through disjunction or concatenation). Thus, negation is
difficult if a nondeterministic automaton approach is chosen. This state explosion, in the context of
building automata explicitly, is explained on page 75 of [70].
A similar issue affects using nondeterministic automata for universal quantification over vari-
ables and paths. For these cases, branches in the automaton’s execution tree cannot be handled
separately; for example, some possible bindings of a universally quantified variable might be ac-
cepted by one branch of the automaton and the rest by another branch. Thus, the automaton must
be determinized, just as is required for negation. For universal quantification over paths, the same
issue applies: some paths could be accepted by one branch of the automaton and the rest by another.
If quantification is instead implemented by finding all possible resulting states of the automaton for
all paths in the program flow grammar, care must be taken that paths where the automaton aborts
are also included; this restriction effectively requires determinization as well. Thus, most language
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features require deterministic automata; luckily, transducers are not allowed in most places where
determinism is required. The problem with determinization, however, is performance and the ex-
plosion in possible states.
4.4. Deterministic finite automata
The other approach to converting extended regular expressions into automata is to build deter-
ministic automata, either directly or by interpreting automata in some other model in a deterministic
manner. Deterministic automata have several advantages for program analysis: they can be easily
complemented, and universal quantifications over program paths are directly supported. Several
distinct approaches can be used to produce deterministic automata or other models that can be
treated as deterministic automata, with varying tradeoffs between efficiency and feature support.
4.4.1. Regular expression derivatives. An efficient procedure to convert extended regular ex-
pressions directly into deterministic automata is given by Sen and Ros¸u in [129]. Their approach
uses the concept of the derivative of an extended regular expression with respect to a particular sym-
bol; the result of this operation is a new extended regular expression that represents the language of
all suffixes of strings in the original language beginning with the given symbol. A similar construc-
tion is given in work on language factors [42]. Sen and Ros¸u define a proof procedure, based on the
derivative function and coinduction, to determine whether two extended regular expressions pro-
duce identical languages. By exploring from a given regular expression with all possible symbols,
and removing redundant states using the equality comparison algorithm, they are able to directly
produce minimal deterministic automata from an extended regular expression without variables.
This method has several advantages: it can handle arbitrary extended regular expressions, produces
deterministic automata directly, and can support named regular expressions that are called in tail
position from other regular expressions. The disadvantage is that a set of simplification rules on
extended regular expressions is required as part of the proof procedure, and the rules given in [129]
depend on the fact that the regular expressions are either matched or not matched; some other types
could be supported with this set of rules, but they do not work for all possible types. Arbitrary
values could be used as results if a new set of simplification rules (and proof rules) is found for each
new value type. The derivative-based approach is useful, and extending the set of simplification
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rules would allow a wider variety of result types. It has the disadvantage, however, of relying on
a set of rules for each result type (or family of result types); omissions in the rule set are likely to
lead to infinite loops in the program analyzer.
4.4.2. Explicit operations on automata. A direct way to implement regular expressions is
as deterministic finite automata produced through explicit automaton operations. The algorithms
used for these operations are all standard algorithms from textbooks (such as [70]), but with some
modifications required to handle variables. Also, to preserve determinism, algorithms that produce
nondeterministic automata (such as union and concatenation) must be immediately followed by
conversion to deterministic automata; this conversion may produce an exponential increase in the
number of states in the automaton for automata without variables or an arbitrary increase when
variables are included. A further disadvantage of this approach is that the entire automaton for each
regular expression must be present at once for operations, preventing automata from being built by
chaining tail calls to separately defined (and possibly recursive) functions. Also, the structure of
a state in this model when variables are used might be complicated; there might be an arbitrary
tree of nested sets of constraints on variable bindings, each corresponding to a particular automaton
used in the final construction. Despite these limitations, automata constructed in this manner are
a reasonable implementation choice when variables are not present, but they become impractical
when variables are required.
4.4.3. Synchronized automaton models. Several authors have defined models of alternating
finite automata with synchronization, in an attempt to directly model the semantics of extended and
semi-extended regular expressions within an automaton-based model. These often extend the previ-
ous alternating finite automaton model [24]. An alternating finite automaton is a generalization of a
nondeterministic finite automaton, in the sense that an alternating automaton can have conjunction
and negation operators in addition to disjunction operators. In particular, a normal nondeterministic
automaton accepts a string aw from a state q1 whenever there is some outgoing edge from q1 that
is labeled with the symbol a and leads to a state q2 from which the string w is accepted (ignoring
ε-transitions). In an alternating automaton, an arbitrary Boolean function (determined by the input
symbol) must be satisfied to accept a string from a given state, when computed on arguments that
are determined by whether each other state in the automaton leads to an accepting computation
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on the remainder of the string. However, the direct alternating finite automaton model is inade-
quate for implementing semi-extended regular expressions, as explained in Section 3.4 on page 28.
Therefore, several authors have developed extensions of the alternating finite automaton model with
semantics that better match those of semi-extended and extended regular expressions.
One such extension, used for semi-extended regular expressions, is the partially input-
synchronized alternating finite automaton (PISAFA) model [158]. This form of automaton is simi-
lar to an alternating finite automaton, but includes a tree of synchronizing states that are required to
be reached in matching positions within a particular subtree of the automaton’s computation tree.
Also, states are labeled as existential and universal based on which of their children are required to
accept for that state to accept, rather than allowing an arbitrary Boolean combination. Each node
of the computation tree of a PISAFA corresponds to an automaton state and a position in the input
string, as long as that state is activated at that position in the string. The edges in the graph repre-
sent successor relationships in the automaton itself, with existential states leading to one child (the
chosen one in that particular execution) and universal states leading to branches in the tree.
Kupferman and Zuhovitsky later simplified the PISAFA model to produce alternating finite
automata with synchronized universality (ASU, for semi-extended regular expressions) and alter-
nating finite automata with synchronized universality and negation (ASUN, for extended regular
expressions) [89]. In the ASUNmodel, each universal or negation state is paired with a correspond-
ing synchronization state, effectively forming a tree of synchronizations within the automaton. This
restriction is not explicit in their definition of an ASUN, but is implied by the definition of the φ
function on page 454 of [89]. Thus, the net effect is that the automaton is actually a tree of nondeter-
ministic sub-automata, with each state in the sub-automaton possibly being a call to a conjunction
or negation of nested sub-automata. Kupferman and Zuhovitsky do not define an explicit state for
their automaton model, as would be required to convert an ASUN into a deterministic automaton,
as their goal of string recognition does not require it. They do, however, define a computation graph
to represent (without synchronization) information about the runs of an automaton on a particular
string; this graph could be used as a state in the deterministic form of an ASUN.
All of these models are shown to successfully implement semi-extended or extended regular
expression semantics, and they all lead to efficient algorithms for recognizing whether a string
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matches a particular regular expression. Neither model explicitly defines an automaton state in
the manner that would be required to produce a deterministic automaton, but they have concepts
that could be used for this purpose. Both of them, however, are limited to Boolean-valued regular
expressions, and none of this work uses regular expressions with pattern variables; they produce
automata with statically known, finite numbers of states.
4.4.4. Concatenation trees. An approach that combines the features of a syntax-based model
for regular expression parsing (such as that using derivatives of regular expressions) and an
automaton-based model (such as the PISAFA and ASUN models) allows a direct implementation
of extended regular expressions, including pattern variables, and a much simpler generalization to a
wider range of result value types. The data structure used is referred to as a concatenation tree, and
so this approach is named the concatenation tree approach. It mixes the best features of the syn-
tactic and automaton approaches to processing extended regular expressions by keeping the basic
regular expression syntax but replacing the Boolean operations by arbitrary functions (in a function
space for which equality is decidable and which is closed under certain operations).1
The type used for functions in the concatenation tree approach is the binary decision diagram
(BDD) [21], although any function space closed under certain operations and whose elements are
comparable for equality can be used. The basic definition of the concatenation tree data type is:
data CT =| Epsilon
data CT =| Sym SymPattern
data CT =| Concat CT CT
data CT =| Star CT
data CT =| Combine BDD [CT]
In this Haskell listing, the type [CT] refers to a list of CT objects. The only difference from
a standard extended regular expression is the use of Combine and an arbitrary BDD for joining
separate trees in parallel. Whenever concatenation trees are built, a set of simplification rules is used
on Combine nodes: any of the arguments which are themselves Combine nodes are folded into the
current node, and duplicated and unused arguments are removed. Also, the identity element Epsilon
1Some of the rewrite rules shown here rely on zero elements of the regular expression output values; this restriction
may limit the applicability of this data structure to some value types.
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for the Concat operation is simplified out, and Concat operations that have an argument which is
false are simplified to false. The constant false is represented using a Combine operation with no
arguments and the appropriate BDD. These optimizations are necessary to reduce the sizes of the
trees generated from the derivative operation shown below.
To use the concatenation tree data structure in the derivative-based framework from [129], two
operations must be defined: one determines whether a concatenation tree accepts the empty string,
and the second produces the derivative of a concatenation tree with respect to a particular symbol.
The Haskell code for the two operations is:
empty (Epsilon) = True
empty (Sym ) = False
empty (Concat a b) = (empty a) && (empty b)
empty (Star ) = True
empty (Combine b args) = applyBdd b (map empty args)
deriv e (Epsilon) = falseConcatenationTree
deriv e (Sym s) = if (matchPattern s e) then Epsilon else falseConcatenationTree
deriv e (Concat a b) = if (empty a)
deriv e (Concat a b) = if then Combine orBdd [deriv e b, Concat (deriv e a) b]
deriv e (Concat a b) = if else Concat (deriv e a) b
deriv e (Star a) = Concat (deriv e a) (Star a)
deriv e (Combine b args) = Combine b (map (deriv e) args)
As can be expected from the data structure definition, almost all of the rules are the same
as those for extended regular expressions given in [129]. The only difference is in the rules for
Combine: in the definition of each operation on a Combine node, the operation is applied recur-
sively to the children of the Combine node, and then those separate results are combined.
The actual Pavilion system has several extra features beyond this basic definition. The first is
that the results of the empty andmatchPattern operations are not just Boolean values; they are map-
pings from sets of variable bindings (environments) to Boolean values. This change allows pattern
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variables to be included in symbol patterns, and requires that the variables are bound consistently
through the evaluation of the entire regular expression. As part of this, the result of the deriv oper-
ation is also a map from environments to concatenation trees; the operations are applied separately
to each possible result of such functions, and then recombined in a way that ensures consistent
variable bindings. The use of functions, rather than just returning a single environment from each
match operation, allows for the arbitrary complementation and disjunction of concatenation trees
containing pattern variables. The functions are represented using decision trees similar to those
in [137], which are similar to BDDs but allow an arbitrary number of possible values to be tested
for each variable.
Along with pattern variables, concatenation trees can also be extended to support quantification
over pattern variables. For this extension, a new node type Quantify is added which gives the
variable v over which to quantify, the reduction operation to use (including its neutral element),
and a map from possible values of v to the concatenation trees that are inside the quantification.
Applying empty to this node type is straightforward: empty is applied to the outputs of the inner
map of concatenation trees, and the resulting function (from sets of variable bindings to Boolean
values) is reduced using the given reduction operation. The definition of deriv on aQuantify node is
somewhat more complicated. As usual, deriv is first applied to the nested concatenation tree within
the Quantify node. This operation produces a function from environments to concatenation trees;
this function is then separated (uncurried) into a function from environments not containing v to
functions from values of v to concatenation trees. This separation splits out the bindings of v into
a separate, inner layer of the function; the inner function can then be wrapped into a newly created
Quantify node (with the same variable v and reduction function as the previous node). After the
separation and reintroduction of Quantify operations, the result is a function from environments not
containing v to concatenation trees; this type is exactly what deriv should return.
Another feature that can be added to the concatenation tree framework is the ability to call
Scheme functions during the operations. In the Pavilion system, native functions are only evaluated
during the empty operation; thus, they are only applied at single program points. A function call
may include concatenation trees as its arguments, and the result of calling empty on each of them is
passed to the function; information about the program point being analyzed can also be given to the
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native functions. These functions can then recursively call back into the program analysis engine
with new regular expressions; the function can use the results of these nested analyses (which can
be recursive) in computing its result.
The definition of concatenation trees given so far is limited to Boolean-valued results and results
that are functions that return Boolean values. These result types can use simplification rules that
are almost the same as those for the Boolean case. Generalizing the result type to allow other
types would be beneficial, but might lose some of the simplification rules (shown above) that are
required for some analyses to terminate. A replacement for BDDs, such as multi-valued decision
diagrams [137], would also need to be used for the functions in Combine operations.
This hybrid approach is similar to syntactic models (those based on rewrite transformations and
proof rules on the syntax of the regular expressions) in that the basic structure of a state is as a tree,
with nodes whose semantics are similar to those of the regular expression operators. The tree starts
out almost identical to the input extended regular expression, and the definitions of the empty and
derivative operators correspond directly to those for regular expressions. The approach also uses a
set of simplification rules similar to those in [129], except that the functions used to combine regular
expressions are represented as a data structure (or normal form) that can be easily computed. The
difference in combination operators, however, is the main advantage of the hybrid approach, and
the largest way in which it differs from a more purely syntactic approach: the set of simplification
rules is largely independent of the particular value type involved.
The concatenation tree approach is also similar to the use of alternating finite automaton mod-
els with added synchronization in that the tree of concatenations represents the set of synchronized
regions in the automaton that have been entered and not yet left, and the functions from the values
of successor regular expressions to a combined result are similar to the state definitions in an alter-
nating finite automaton [24], with the difference that no input is consumed by a combining function.
In particular, an ASUN is a nested structure of nondeterministic finite automata, connected by in-
tersections and complementations; a concatenation tree, on the other hand, is a tree of combination
functions (including intersections and complementations), connected by concatenation and star op-
erators. Another difference between a concatenation tree and an ASUN is that a concatenation tree,
like other syntactic approaches to extended regular expressions, modifies the expression tree itself
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when operating on a string; no other information is used. However, the ASUN model, like other
automaton models, uses both an automaton (which is fixed) and a state (which changes based on the
string being processed). It is likely to be possible to create a version of a concatenation tree that is
more similar to an automaton, which might lead to efficiency advantages. Another major difference
is that an ASUN is structured much more like a standard automaton, while a concatenation tree
has almost the same syntax and semantics as extended regular expressions. In the mixed nonde-
terministic automaton and concatenation tree approach shown later (required for transduction, but
not otherwise necessary), there is one level of nondeterministic automaton on the outside of the
structure, but a completely different kind of language representation internally; the ASUN model
has the advantage of having the same model at all levels, and could probably allow transduction in
its outermost level as well.
A concatenation tree is also similar to a Boolean grammar [107] in that they are both composed
of intersection, union, complement, and concatenation nodes. A Boolean grammar allows cycles
in its graph, in order to be a superset of a context-free grammar. A concatenation tree, on the
other hand, is a tree, with a special node type for the Kleene star operator. A logical operation in
a concatenation tree is also expressed as a BDD or some other representation for functions, rather
than as a tree of AND, OR, and NOT operations. A concatenation tree could likely be extended into
a graph (allowing only tail recursion), and this change might allow the special case for the Kleene
star operator to be removed.
Overall, a concatenation tree is a generalization of an extended regular expression to allow
arbitrary return value types while keeping the original regular expression structure and the deriva-
tive operation. Unlike automaton states, however, concatenation trees are expensive to work with
— they are still trees, not scalar values. Also, to do a full comparison (as opposed to a syntac-
tic comparison) of the equality of two trees, a coinductive procedure similar to that defined for
extended regular expressions in [129] would need to be created; the Pavilion system just uses syn-
tactic equality. The goal of using explicitly represented functions, as opposed to trees of simple
operations, is to allow syntactic comparison of the trees to proceed more easily, without requiring
result-type-specific simplification rules or a coinductive proof system. As the use of concatenation
trees in the Pavilion system is not in a context where the entire automaton is being created explicitly,
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and the set of symbols that would need to be tested is infinite or extremely large, more expensive
proof procedures are not practical. Thus, concatenation trees provide a good, simplified approach
to representing extended regular expressions and their derivatives as automaton states.
4.4.5. Deterministic automata and transformation. Unfortunately, although deterministic
automata are a reasonable alternative for program analysis, they are not adequate for transforma-
tion. For program transformation, finite-state transducers are required; not all transducers are de-
terministic, and not all relations expressible using finite-state transducers can be implemented by
deterministic transducers [63, § 2.2]. One cause of this problem is when a transducer modifies
an early part of the program trace (for example, by annotating the first part of an erroneous ex-
ecution path) based on events that occur later in the trace (for example, when a later part of the
error occurs); nondeterminism is required for the flow of information backward in time. However,
all regular expressions that only recognize trace properties rather then modifying them can be ex-
pressed deterministically. Also, unnecessary nondeterminism in transducers (for example, due to
disjunction of regular expressions) can be removed. The Pavilion solution to this problem is to mix
deterministic and nondeterministic automaton in the manner shown in Section 5.1 on page 60.
4.5. Summary
Finding an appropriate set of extensions to traditional regular expressions that is both useful for
program analysis and efficiently implementable is a challenging task. In particular, unlike string
parsing, more fundamental concerns of computability are involved. Even for standard regular ex-
pressions that only have finite sets of states, the implementation must be carefully designed to
preserve this property. The concatenation tree approach allows the extra features to be added in
a deterministic framework, but does not allow transformation. Nondeterministic automata allow
transformation through the use of trace transducers, but are limited in the regular expression fea-
tures they can support. A combination of the two approaches, shown in Section 5.1 on page 60,
attains the best of both approaches.
CHAPTER 5
Analysis and optimization specification language
In order to specify analyses and optimizations, users and library authors benefit from a domain-
specific language. This chapter shows the design of that language, justifying the design decisions
made. In particular, a set of choices was made from the possible features described in Chapter 3;
this chapter describes and justifies the choices made. Please note that the language design shown
here is more general than that of the current implementation; however, all features shown here are
believed to be implementable. Details on the implementation and its limitations are in Section 6 on
page 75.
The Pavilion framework models programs by the language of possible traces over their control
flow graphs, as done by Steffen [138]. The current implementation uses a context-free language
(expressed as a push-down automaton) for the possible traces in order to achieve context-sensitivity.
Section 6 on page 75 on implementation shows how more information about the program, whether
from user-written analyses or not, can be integrated into this model. Note that the language of
traces for a program is different from a control flow graph in that the program actions are associated
with graph edges rather than nodes, producing an automaton; Steffen views analyses using this
model for programs as a limited form of model checking [138]. The model has also been used in
other work on program analysis, such as [26, 42, 43, 101]. Unlike traditional model checking, only
finite portions of program traces are considered; program optimization does not require analysis of
liveness or fairness properties that would require infinite traces. The limitation to finite traces is
shared with previous systems using regular-expression-based techniques for program optimization.
Given this way of modeling programs, the next design issue is how to express properties of
these traces. Note that, unlike some previous work (but like GraphQL [102]), properties can be
expressed using information about the program model itself rather than only the possible traces;
in other words, properties are not limited to only those that fit into the formal model of languages
over program traces, but can access some information about the program beyond its push-down
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automaton as well. This feature is necessary for some forms of program analysis, such as reliably
matching AST and expression patterns in the program.
The Pavilion language itself consists of a core language, providing basic features for program
analysis and transformation, and routines to generate these low-level analyses for some special
cases, including expression tree matching and abstraction-based optimizations.
The Pavilion language is partially embedded into Scheme, in the sense that a Pavilion specifica-
tion is a Scheme program that generates a lower-level data structure (in the form of an S-expression)
representing the analysis or optimization, and this data structure can contain embedded Scheme
functions which are called by the Pavilion interpreter (an application of the 3-D code technique1).
Thus, regular expressions are almost always generated, either partially or completely, by uses of the
Scheme quasiquotation mechanism, which allows a data structure to be assembled easily from both
constant and non-constant parts. The partial embedding approach has several benefits; the main
one is code reuse. Analyses and optimizations should be packaged into libraries, and having them
generated (and stored in variables) makes this much easier. Also, specifications can be generated by
combining other specifications, allowing abstraction-based operations (see Section 5.4 on page 70).
Code generation also allows tedious analyses to be derived automatically, and in a manner that
hides some details of the trace representation; in particular, expressions in the program are split
into several entries in the generated traces, and recognizing AST patterns thus requires fairly long
regular expressions.
5.1. Language layers
The Pavilion language, both in semantics and implementation, is divided into two layers. The
outer layer provides disjunctive features and transduction; the inner layer does not allow transduc-
tion but does allow arbitrary extended regular expression features. Both semantic and implemen-
tation reasons account for this separation: transduction only makes sense near the top of a regular
expression, and certainly not inside a complement operator or nested path quantification. The im-
plementation benefit is that the outer layer can be implemented as a standard nondeterministic trans-
ducer with pattern variables, while the inner layer requires more sophisticated techniques (shown
in Section 4.4.4 on page 53) to provide extra analysis functionality in a deterministic framework.
1Daniel Friedman, personal communication.
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The outer language layer consists of the standard regular expression operators, plus existen-
tial quantification of pattern variables and symbol transduction operations. The language features
provided are comparable to those in GraphQL [102], with the addition of transduction. In particu-
lar, the supported operators are sym (with some limitations), concat, ∗, delete, insert, exists, plus
other analysis features that cause a transition to the inner language layer. The inner layer contains
all language functionality with the exception of the transduction operators delete and insert.
The implementation automatically switches from the outer language layer to the inner one
whenever it sees a feature not supported by the outer layer: intersection (although this could be
supported, with a restriction on transduction, by the outer layer), complementation, universal quan-
tification on variables, path quantification, and some forms of native function call. For implemen-
tation reasons, symbol patterns are also handled by the inner layer, but this modification does not
affect the language semantics. Bindings of variables are automatically passed between the layers
as necessary, with the exception that a variable that has only negative constraints when leaving the
inner layer (or a symbol pattern) causes an error when passed to the outer layer. Variables that may
have several possible values are converted nondeterministically when returning to the outer layer.
Both layers have the same syntax; they are just different subsets of the overall language syntax. All
features of standard regular expressions, such as were provided in previous analysis frameworks,
are provided in both layers. The use of two layers is mostly transparent; the inner layer allows all
features from the outer layer except for transduction, which does not make sense to use within a
conjunction or negation.
5.1.1. Extended regular expression operators. Extended regular expressions are built from
patterns for single symbols in the program trace using a set of operators. This section first describes
the language for patterns on symbols, followed by the operators for combining extended regular
expressions into larger ones. All of the operators are standard operators for extended regular ex-
pressions on strings (see [2, p. 410] for a description in the string context).
5.1.1.1. Symbol patterns. A single symbol in a program trace is matched using a pattern ex-
pression with the sym operator. For example, the regular expression (sym A) can only match a
single element of a program trace, and that element is required to match the pattern A.
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A pattern expression matches a tree of functors and arguments, similar to a term in Prolog or
Stratego:
• (and p1 p2 ... pn), which matches a term that matches all of p1, p2, etc.
• (not p), which matches a term that does not match the pattern p
• (arg1 arg2 ... argn) (where arg1 is not and or not), which matches a term that is a list and
whose elements match the patterns arg1, arg2, etc.
• $ , which is a wildcard matching any term.
• $var, which matches any term, binding it to the variable $var. If that variable is already
bound, the new value must equal the previous value.
• Strings, symbols, numbers, and other Scheme objects, which match themselves.
Variables and patterns similar to those given here (and often including intersection and com-
plementation of patterns) are standard in regular-expression-based program analysis and optimiza-
tion [43, 101, 102]. The single-assignment property and implicit matching through patterns (rather
than requiring an explicit assignment operation) are also standard.
5.1.1.2. Concatenation and empty string. The simplest way to form larger extended regular
expressions is through concatenation. In the Pavilion language, concatenation is expressed through
the concat operator. The empty string is represented by (concat). Any number of EREs can be
concatenated, such as in (concat a (concat) (concat b c) d).
5.1.1.3. Kleene star. EREs can be repeated using the unary Kleene star operator, which repre-
sents the union of all possible numbers of repetitions (zero or more) of a given ERE. For example,
(∗ (sym A)) represents any number of copies of a symbol matching the pattern A.
5.1.1.4. Logical operations. In addition to the union operator supported by traditional regular
expressions, extended regular expressions support the intersection and complement operators as
well. In the Pavilion language, the or operator is used for union, and for intersection, and not
for complementation. The and and or operators have arbitrary arity, including zero. The Boolean
values #t and #f match everything and nothing, respectively.
5.1.2. Variable quantification. In the Pavilion language, users can quantify over the possi-
ble values of pattern variables. The language supports two kinds of quantification: universal and
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existential. A universal quantification requires that a particular regular expression be matched, re-
gardless of which value is substituted in for a particular variable. An existential quantification only
requires that some value produce a match. Variable quantifications can be nested arbitrarily with
the normal semantics. For example, it is possible to require that for each value of an outer variable,
a regular expression must match for some value of an inner variable.
Although Section 3.8 on page 34 provides more justification for the presence of quantification
over variables, the basic idea is that symbols in the program trace can contain several elements that
range over arbitrary values. For example, the particular names used for variables and temporaries
in a particular program are generally not known when an analysis is written; also, the values of
program constants are also likely to be unknown. Thus, pattern variables must be provided to match
these elements of the program. Allowing quantification of these variables makes more explicit what
is required of their values; it also allows more flexibility in areas such as how pattern variables and
paths are related. A distinction can be made, for example, between “there is some value of x
for which all paths out of node n match regular expression R” and “for each path out of node n,
there is some value of x that allows R to match that path.” Making variable quantification implicit
in the language, as many past systems have done, would only allow one of those two queries to
be expressed. Variable quantifiers can also be nested arbitrarily inside regular expressions. For
example, the expression (exists (a) (∗ re)) (from [102]) represents an arbitrary number of repetitions
of re, each of which can have a different value for a. Allowing such nesting gives more flexibility
and orthogonality to the Pavilion language.
The syntax of variable quantifications is straightforward. The exists operator begins an ex-
istential quantification; it is followed by a list of variables and a body expression. For example,
{(exists (a) (sym (Let $a $ )))} is a regular expression that existentially quantifies a in the nested
expression (sym (Let $a $ )). Variables are untyped, and can match any value that is in the correct
position within a symbol. As in the Stratego language, but unlike Prolog, variables must either be
completely bound or completely unbound: a variable may not be bound to a term that contains other
variables which have not been bound. A variable can remain unbound through the entire length of
a quantifier, however; a variable declared by a quantifier does not need to be mentioned at all.
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Previous work on regular expressions with pattern variables for program analysis has allowed
existential variable quantification, but positioned in different ways in relation to path quantifiers
and the regular expression as a whole. For example, the work presented in [43] allows existential
variable quantifications immediately outside the top-level universal path quantification, but they are
not allowed in other places. GraphQL [102], on the other hand, allows only existential variable
quantifiers, but allows them in arbitrary positions within the regular expression. Logic program-
ming, also, usually has existential queries for variable values; normally, all variables in a rule are
implicitly quantified immediately outside the definition of that rule.
5.1.3. Path quantification. In addition to quantifying over the possible values of variables,
programs in the Pavilion language can also quantify over possible paths through the input pro-
gram. These path quantifiers can be arbitrarily nested, both within other path quantifiers, within
variable quantifiers, and within regular expressions. A path quantifier expresses the requirement
that some (or all) paths from a program point must match a given regular expression; the paths can
be either forward or backward in the program execution sequence. Although the paths considered
are context-sensitive (require matching procedure calls and returns), paths start at program points,
ignoring stack contents (see Section 3.10 on page 39 for more details). Paths are required to span
from the current program point to either the beginning or end of the program’s execution, depending
on whether they are forward or backward path quantifiers.
The syntax for path quantifiers in the Pavilion language is simple: a path quantifier is a
node property, so it is wrapped in the (node ...) form. Inside that, the node property is either
(some−path dir re) or (all−paths dir re), where dir is either forward or backwards, and re is a
regular expression.
Most previous languages for program analysis and optimization using regular expressions do
not include explicit path quantification. The languages for optimization, such as the one in [43],
include universal quantifications of the form “at each program point, do all paths from the beginning
of the program to that point have property p?” Error checking software, such as FLAVERS [47],
uses existential queries instead: “is there some path through the program having property p?” The
system described in [46] for program transformation uses a logic program as the top level of the
specification, with multiple regular-expression-based path queries, both existential and universal,
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nested inside. In the model checking community, on the other hand, the logic CTL∗ includes
arbitrarily nested path quantifiers, both universal and existential; this logic is often extended to
allow quantification backwards in time.
5.1.4. Function definition. In order to promote reuse of analysis and transformation specifi-
cations, as well as to allow flow equations to be specified, recursive procedures can be defined for
specifications of path properties, control flow model node properties, and path transformations. Re-
cursion is allowed for all of these, but path property and transformation procedures can only be tail
recursive (so that context-free specifications cannot be written directly). Path properties here refer
to extended regular expressions and other forms of specifying languages or properties over traces,
and node properties are those properties that are true or false at particular nodes in the program
model; CTL makes a similar distinction between state formulas and path formulas [29].
One language feature that arises from the combination of path quantifiers and procedures is
that program analyses can be specified using flow equations as well as regular expressions, or any
combination of the two, as explained in Section 7.4 on page 95. The features described above only
allow analyses that return Boolean values (possibly associated with particular pattern variables), but
extending the return values of procedures to include arbitrary data types allows fully general flow
equations (see Section 3.7 on page 33 for an example of flow equations expressed using the Pavilion
language). As some program analyses are more naturally expressed using flow equations, allow-
ing them as a possible expression of properties increases the expressiveness of the specification
language.
Functions that produce regular expressions are just Scheme functions, embedded using the na-
tive function call mechanism. If a simple automaton is being defined, the Scheme function might
only return a constant regular expression (which might itself refer to a function returning that same
regular expression again). A macro is defined to produce such constant regular expression genera-
tors.
5.1.5. Native language access. The ability to use Scheme’s letrec syntax and the 3-D code
technique by Daniel Friedman allow automata to be composed easily. Access to Scheme functions
is provided in several places in the Pavilion language. In the top-level nondeterministic automaton
layer of regular expression specification, a call operator is provided. This operation, written in the
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form (call f args ...), defines a new state in the automaton; when this state is reached, the Scheme
function f is called with the current symbol, current environment of variable bindings, and the
values of args. The function is also given a continuation that it calls for each successor state in the
automaton. At the inner layer of automata based on concatenation trees, the call operator works
somewhat differently: the syntax (call f res ...) is used to indicate that the results of the regular
expressions res (those variable bindings at which the regular expressions accept) are passed to f,
which then returns a new result in the same form.
5.2. Transduction operators
Two operators are provided at the top level of the Pavilion regular expression syntax for trace
transduction. The delete operator is exactly like sym, except that it deletes the matched symbol
from the output trace. It is not useful in modifying the program abstract syntax tree, but is more
useful when the trace itself is the output of the program analysis; an example of this case is when
a program is being searched for erroneous possible execution traces, and any bad traces found are
printed out (or annotated in a printout of the source code). The insert operator accepts a symbol
pattern, except that the variables used in the pattern must already have been bound by previous sym-
bol matching operations. For example, the regular expression (insert (Hello World $var)) inserts a
symbol whose content is the list containing Hello, World, and the current contents of the variable
$var.
Special symbols whose first element ismutate are used for AST manipulation as the result of a
program analysis (similar to the approach used in [96]). The rest of the elements in such a symbol
must form a program in a simple, stack-based language. The details of this language are specific to
ROSE AST operations, and are not presented here for brevity.
5.3. Code generation and AST pattern matching
Having the Pavilion language partially embedded in Scheme has allowed several features to
be implemented using code generators: Scheme programs that produce regular expressions as their
output. In particular, patterns for expressions in the program abstract syntax tree are translated
into traces by one code generator. Also, each analysis or optimization based on an abstraction
is produced by a code generator that instantiates the specification on a particular data type; the
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contents of models are also code generators that, given variable names as parameters, produce
specifications for sub-parts of analyses and optimizations. The pattern matching code generator for
ASTs is described here; the use of code generators in the optimization of concepts and their models
is described in Section 5.4 on page 70.
Patterns over the program’s abstract syntax tree are useful for some program analysis and op-
timization tasks, in particular when examining expressions in the program for algebraic rewriting;
they have been used in past systems such as Simplicissimus [125] and MOPS [26]. Thus, having
the ability to express AST patterns is useful; however, they are not the native model used by the
Pavilion system.
One problem with expressing program properties as languages over traces is that a single ex-
pression in a program’s abstract syntax tree (AST) can map to several elements in a trace. Although
patterns over traces are a powerful formalism for program analysis and transformation, many anal-
yses and optimizations require processing of expressions. For example, a simple distributivity
optimization might replace a ∗ c+b ∗ c with (a+b)∗ c to save a multiplication. Because repeated
variables in expression patterns are more difficult to implement, the simplified pattern a∗ c+b∗d
is used in the rest of this example. This pattern, expressed directly as a low-level trace pattern, is:
(concat (sym (Let $t1 (Multiply $a $c)))
(concat (sym (Let $t2 (Multiply $b $d)))
(concat (sym (Let $t3 (Add $t1 $t2))))
Even this three-element subtrace is a simplification; even assuming that the temporary variables $t1
and $t2 cannot be overwritten, it is possible that the expressions $a, $b, $c, or $d are complicated to
compute. Thus, each of them may expand into several elements in the program trace. Also, relying
on a ∗ c being computed before b ∗ d is an assumption about the translation of the program AST
into a set of traces. The trace pattern for any string ending with a computation of a∗c+b∗d, when
generalized to account for all of these details but still simplified from a practical implementation,
becomes:
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(concat (and (concat #t (sym (Let $t1 (Multiply $a $c))) #t)
(concat (and (concat #t (sym (Let $t2 (Multiply $b $d))) #t))
(concat (sym (Let $t3 (Add $t1 $t2))))
For more complicated expressions, the trace patterns are even more verbose.
In order to solve this problem, a code generator has been defined for creating patterns that match
the trace versions of AST patterns. Repeated variables are not supported in the code generator, as
they require a more complicated analysis, outside the framework of program traces, to determine
the equality of different expression trees. The example given above can be written as the following
call to the code generator:
(match−ast−pattern
‘(Let $t (Add (Multiply $a $c) (Multiply $b $d))))
Several possible translations from AST patterns to trace patterns are possible, depending on the
levels of precision and complexity desired in the translation. All approaches are similar, and use
the single-trace translation as a subroutine.
To translate an AST pattern into a pattern on a single trace, a generalization of the example
above is used. In detail, the expansion of an expression pattern (Let r (F a b c ...)) is a conjunction
of computations of a, b, c, etc. into newly defined (and existentially quantified) temporary result
variables ta, tb, tc, etc., followed by a symbol matching (Let r (F ta tb tc ...)). In the full implemen-
tation, there is also a test that the scopes of the temporaries have not been exited before the final
computation. If a, for example, is a complicated expression, a recursive call to the code generator is
used to test that the subexpression is computed (replacing the #t in the first branch of the expanded
pattern given above). For example, the pattern (Let $r (Add $a (Multiply $b $c))) is translated into
(with some simplifications applied for presentation):




(concat (and (sym (Let $t1 (Multiply $b $c)))
(concat (and (∗ (sym (not (ForgetTemporary $t1))))))
(sym (Let $r (Add $a $t1)))))
The use of the ForgetTemporary symbol here is to ensure that the scope of the temporary variable
bound to $t1 does not end before the use of the variable in the Add operation.
The advantage of this translation of AST patterns is that it is straightforward and precise. It only
applies to one trace, and does not consider any other branches in the program’s execution that only
compute parts of the expression. In the literal AST matching case, this feature is not particularly
important, as most temporary variables are only defined at one point in the program; however, it
becomes important for generalized pattern matching (described below) and when short-circuiting
and conditional operators are included in the program. Also, this translation matches any part of
the trace whose suffix computes the desired expression, making analyses more difficult to formulate
(for example, in the privilege dropping example in Section 7.1 on page 7.1). Two-way automata or
another technique may be able to solve this problem, as explained in Section 3.10 on page 38.
Because program analyses using ASTmatching actually require that all computations through a
given program point compute the target expression, however, another translation of AST patterns is
required. This translation also makes AST pattern matching easier to integrate into other analyses,
as the generated trace pattern matches only one symbol (with a large path quantification on the
program point just before the symbol). In detail, the all-paths translation handles the top-level
computation of an expression tree separately: the translation of (Let r (F a b)) is:
(concat (node (all−paths backwards
(concat (node (and computation−of−a−into−$t1
(concat (node (and computation−of−b−into−$t2)))
(concat (sym (Let r (F $t1 $t2))))
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In this translation, the trace patterns used for matching a and b allow arbitrary strings of symbols
both before and after the desired computation, as long as the temporaries $t1 and $t2 do not go
out of scope. The single-trace AST pattern matching code generator is used to produce the sub-
patterns of a and b; the change in the translation is only at the top level. A similar translation
can be defined using the some−path operator instead of all−paths; this change is used for error
checking, in which the requirement is often that some incoming path computes an undesirable
expression, rather than all of them as in the case of optimizations. Also, optimizations can require
that some expression (for example, mutating a variable) not occur during a particular part of the
trace; existential quantification is used for these queries as well.
Once a shorthand syntax for expression patterns is defined, the translation can also be general-
ized to allow an expression pattern to match other ways of computing a single expression than just
a direct subtree in the AST. For example, the pattern for a ∗ (b + c) could also be made to match
int x; x = b + c; a ∗ x with some simple additions to the translator; see Section 7.3 on page 94 for
more details on this change. In this more complicated form of expression pattern, the differences
between the single-path, universal, and existential formulations of AST pattern matching become
important. It is possible to have the same variable assigned different values on different program
paths leading into the same point, unlike the direct translation of ASTs to traces in which most
variables are temporaries that are only defined at one location in the program.
5.4. Optimization using abstractions
One major benefit of making analyses and optimizations simpler to write is that library writers
can specify the semantics of their abstractions through custom analyses and optimizations. How-
ever, several new issues arise: What kinds of abstractions should have analyses or optimizations
defined, and how does the compiler know that a particular implementation corresponds to one of
the abstractions? How should an analysis or optimization specify the abstractions to which it ap-
plies? Where should the analyses and optimizations be placed relative to the abstractions? How
are analyses and optimizations specified for abstractions whose source code is either unavailable or
cannot be modified?
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5.4.1. Generic programming. The framework of generic programming provides a good an-
swer to the first question, in that it defines a particular form of abstraction that maps well to current
programming practice, and that allows analyses and optimizations to be reused across a broad range
of different implementations of the same basic abstraction. Generic programming is also commonly
used in current C++, including in the Standard Library [73], and is likely to have more direct lan-
guage support in the future [58, 62].
Generic programming is a technique for increasing the reusability of software libraries by ab-
stracting the details of data types from the algorithms that use them [76]. The C++ tradition of
generic programming began with the Standard Template Library [135, 140], which later became
part of the C++ Standard Library [73]. Type parameterization is used to define algorithms that can
be applied to any data structure whose type matches a certain set of constraints. These constraints
are usually grouped into sets referred to as concepts. A type (or a list of types) is said to model a
concept when it satisfies the concept’s requirements; the word model is also used as a noun to refer
to the details (for example, function definitions) of how a type models a concept. Although these
constraints cannot be expressed fully in current C++, proposals have been written to add them to
future versions of the language [62].
A concept can contain several kinds of requirements. The main kind is the function requirement,
or associated function, that defines an operation that each model of the concept must provide.
For example, in the Forward Iterator concept from the STL [135], one requirement is that every
object whose type models the concept has a dereference (∗) operator. A concept may also contain
associated types and refinements of other concepts. An associated type is a type related to the main
types in a concept; for an iterator, one associated type is the type of the values the iterator produces
when dereferenced. A concept B can also include the requirements of another concept A; this is
referred to as a refinement relationship (in this case, B refines A).
When a type satisfies the requirements of a concept, it is said to model the concept, or to be a
model of the concept. In some implementations of generic programming, this is defined implicitly:
all types (or sets of types) that provide the required functions, operators, and associated types of
a concept are automatically considered to be models of that concept. The semantic properties are
not usually checked when determining models relationships. In other implementations of generic
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programming, a type that satisfies the requirements of a concept must be explicitly declared to be a
model of the concept, through a model declaration or concept map [58]. This requirement allows
a check (by hand) that the semantic properties are satisfied, in addition to the compiler’s check
of the other requirements. The differences between these two methods of establishing models
relationships are explained in more detail in [56].
One other aspect defined in a concept is its associated semantics. These define what the re-
quired functions are required to do, and how they relate to one another. An example of semantic
properties is given in the Input Iterator concept of the STL. The semantics of input iterators define
the idea of a range defined by two iterators: when incrementing the first iterator in a range, it must
eventually reach (and compare equal to) the second iterator [135]. The STL concepts frequently
also define algorithm complexity requirements on iterator operations, which are preconditions of
the complexity guarantees of the algorithms using those iterators; this thesis does not consider com-
plexity requirements further. Semantic requirements have also been defined for concepts outside
the STL. For example, Schupp et al described a collection of concepts from abstract algebra, giving
their required identities as semantic requirements [128].
Generic programming in C++ is typically implemented using templates, which are a language
feature for parameterizing a function or type at compile time. The advantage of this is that the tem-
plate system is flexible, and no performance is inherently lost by the compile-time parameterization.
Generic programming is not tied to compile-time parameterization, however: a system for trans-
lating generic libraries (and software using them) to have all parameterization occur at run-time is
shown in [133]. The Pavilion system uses only compile-time instantiation of generic algorithms, as
that matches common C++ practice.
5.4.2. Integrating concept support into the Pavilion system. The ability to manipulate
Pavilion analyses and optimizations as Scheme data structures, and in particular to accept them
as arguments to and return them from functions allows the integration of concept support into the
Pavilion system to be direct and elegant. In general, a generic analysis or optimization is analogous
to a generic algorithm: as a generic algorithm calls functions and uses associated types from its type
parameters, a generic optimization is built from components (analysis and optimization fragments)
from its type parameters. Models of concepts for particular types are extended with associated
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analysis fragments and associated transformation fragments. A generic optimization then accepts
a set of type parameters that model specified concepts, looks up the necessary fragments from the
appropriate models, and combines them into a single optimization customized (instantiated) for
those particular types. This approach is elegant, and simplifies the writing of generic analyses and
optimizations, as well as the task of writing models of concepts that are used in those analyses and
optimizations. The main disadvantage is that a generic optimization is instantiated on particular
types, and thus must often be instantiated on all relevant types in the program; a program may have
many types that model a given concept. An analogy between generic algorithms and generic proofs
of correctness — which, when instantiated with partial proofs based on a type parameter, produce a
concrete proof of an algorithm’s correctness for that type — has been found by Vargun [147, p. 62].
The constant propagation optimization of Section 7.2 (on page 90) provides an example of a
generic optimization. The optimization applies to all types that model the Constant Propagable
concept, which is a refinement of the Assignable concept. The Assignable concept has two asso-
ciated analysis fragments, and the Constant Propagable concept has an analysis fragment and an
optimization fragment. These are composed to form the overall constant propagation optimization
for a given type. To apply this optimization in all possible ways to a whole program, the opti-
mization is instantiated for each type that is a model of Constant Propagable, and all of these are
combined together using nondeterministic choice (the or operator). This combination has the effect
of applying the optimization for all types simultaneously.
Concepts and models in the Pavilion language are not provided in full detail, as they
are only used for analysis and optimization, not program type checking. Therefore, a Pavil-
ion concept only has a list of type parameters and a list of refinements, and a model has
an arbitrary collection (that may not match other models of the same concept) of members.
Like C++ traits classes, errors in model definitions are only found when a generic optimiza-
tion is instantiated. A concept is defined using syntax (a Scheme macro invocation) such
as (concept (Name param1 ...) (Refinement1 arg1 ...) ...). This macro defines a Scheme func-
tion named Name that can be applied to a list of types (as in [157]). The function re-
turns a model, instantiated for the type parameters, if there is one; the no-op #f is returned
if there is no corresponding model. The model macro defines models; the syntax for it is
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(model (Name type1 ...) (‘key1 value1) ...). In this call, Name is the concept name, and the type∗
elements are quasipatterns for the match.ss library in PLT Scheme. The keys in the (‘key value)
clauses are also patterns for the same library. The model macro updates the concept function with
a new model for types matching the given patterns; older models take precedence over newer ones.
The model function accepts a key as argument, and matches it against the keys in the call to the
model macro; it then returns the corresponding value. The values tend to be functions that return
analyses or optimizations, but they can be any Scheme object. Examples of Pavilion concepts and
models are given in Chapter 7 on page 84.
A more sophisticated implementation of generic optimizations would keep the same basic idea
of producing optimizations by combining parts of models, but would work at a higher level to
achieve greater performance of the optimization engine. In particular, it is better to instantiate an
optimization for each model (which might apply to a broad range of types) rather than to each type
individually. This approach would require a technique for determining each different combination
of models that might form an optimization for some type, and would compose the optimization
as generically as possible from those models. It would also be useful as a future improvement to
combine the same optimization applied to different types in a more sophisticated way that could
reuse common parts of the optimization on different types.
CHAPTER 6
Implementation
In the implementation of a domain-specific language for program analysis and transforma-
tion, many tradeoffs exist between language features and possible implementations. This chapter
explains the design decisions that were made for all features except the regular expression imple-
mentation, which is described in Chapter 4 on page 44. It also explains the final implementation
approach chosen for those features. The main goals of the language and its implementation were to
enable a powerful specification language along with the possibility of an efficient implementation.
Generality, completeness, and orthogonality of language features were also important goals.
In brief, the Pavilion system represents input and output programs as push-down automata, and
the analyses and transformations applied to them as transducers. The transducers are treated as
finite-state, but their possible state sets are determined at run time (when a particular program is
being analyzed). Thus, a fixpoint-based algorithm is used to enable new states to be created and
processed as needed. Scheme is used for the implementation because of its flexibility and higher-
order features.
6.1. Modeling the input and output programs
The Pavilion system represents input and output programs as push-down automata, as is stan-
dard for context-sensitive, automaton-based program analysis; one previous system using this
model is MOPS [26]. The push-down automaton for a program represents its possible traces of
execution (sequences of program statements and expressions evaluated), approximated by consid-
ering any reachable path in the program’s interprocedural control flow graph to be a valid trace.
The symbols in the alphabet of the automaton represent actions performed by the program, such
as expression evaluations or control flow decisions. “Administrative” symbols are also inserted,
indicating information such as the beginnings and ends of variable and temporary lifetimes, and
the AST node being processed. Push-down automata are advantageous for several reasons. For
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example, Lal and Reps show that push-down automata are directly able to express the semantics of
the setjmp/longjmp construct in C [92].
The Pavilion system transforms programs written in C++ into output programs in C++ using
the ROSE framework for source-to-source transformation [122]. The other languages supported by
ROSE may be added to future versions of the Pavilion implementation. ROSE represents programs
by abstract syntax trees; the Pavilion system converts that representation into a push-down automa-
ton. The Pavilion specification is used to transduce the automaton, producing a new automaton
annotated with AST modifications to apply. The annotations, expressed in a simple stack-based
language, are then applied to the original AST. After applying the modifications to the AST, it is
unparsed into C++ code by ROSE, which then compiles the modified program using an underlying
system compiler.
The advantage of this approach is that push-down automata, and the closely related and equiv-
alent model of context-free grammars, are a well-understood construct in computer science. Ad-
ditionally, various operations, such as checking for language emptiness, are decidable and have
polynomial complexity in this model [70, p. 137]. A finite-state transducer can also be easily
applied to a push-down automaton, producing a new automaton or set of accepted traces as a result.
The other competing approach, used in past versions of the Pavilion system, is to represent
sets of program traces by flow grammars [145]. This model represents the same traces as the push-
down automaton model, but uses a different data structure with different efficiencies for operations.
Context-free grammars are easier to intersect with finite-state automata when the set of automaton
states is not known in advance; the corresponding algorithm for a push-down automaton effectively
treats it as a grammar. On the other hand, forward and backward path quantifications are simpler to
implement with push-down automata, as an automaton explicitly separates out the current program
point from the calling context. Also because of the explicit notion of a program point, it is easier to
implement other node properties as well. Intersection of a push-down automaton and a finite-state
automaton is also just a graph search algorithm which is simple to implement. Fixpoint computation
is only required when the set of possible output finite-state automaton states is required for a region
of the push-down automaton (which might contain cycles), rather than for a single edge.
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6.2. Fixpoint-based computation of analysis results
The results of nested program analyses are computed using a fixpoint-based algorithm similar
to that used in flow-equation-based program analysis, but modified to account for the use of regular
expressions and deterministic automata. The approach is basically that of FLAVERS [47], and is
briefly explained here. Assume that the analysis will be conducted to determine whether all paths
ending at a particular program point satisfy a given regular expression. To determine whether this
property is satisfied, it is necessary to find all of the resulting regular expressions (using the deriva-
tive algorithm on concatenation trees shown in Section 4.4.4 on page 53) obtained from running the
regular expression backwards on all paths to the beginning of the program. Assume for simplicity
that a context-insensitive program analysis is being used (the actual Pavilion system uses a more
complicated context-sensitive analysis).
Given a particular program point p and concatenation tree c, the set of trees reached from pro-
gram paths which end at p is the union, for each edge e entering p, of the concatenation trees pro-
duced from evaluating deriv(c,e) at program point source(e). These input unions can be evaluated
independently. A fixpoint computation is required because there could be cycles in the program’s
control flow graph, and because the computation of the derivative of a concatenation tree might
require a nested path quantification which is computed using the same algorithm. It is possible to
optimize this algorithm for the case of a path quantification, as in this case the union can be re-
placed by the combine operation (normally either and or or) of the quantifier being used. Also, the
resulting concatenation tree for each path is not important in this case, but only whether it accepts
the empty string at the beginning of the program (and for which variable bindings it does that).
The context-sensitive analysis cannot always use this optimization; it sometimes needs the actual
concatenation trees for regions of the program.
This form of computation provides many of the advantages of tabled execution [142,155] which
was previously used by the Pavilion system, but allows the computations of the derivatives to them-
selves be updated based on path quantifications. It is possible to implement that feature using tabled
execution as well, but many values are memoized and then never accessed. A more direct fixpoint
computation stores fewer intermediate values which are never used, saving memory.
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6.3. Other implementation features
Other features of the implementation are interesting but not essential to the overall language de-
sign or functionality. For completeness, these design decisions are explained, along with motivation
for the particular decisions that were made.
6.3.1. Assembling regular expressions. As the Pavilion language is partially embedded in
Scheme, the normal Scheme language parser is used to parse specifications. In particular, the input
to the Pavilion system is a Scheme program, which then calls functions to perform program oper-
ations; these functions are given specifications as their inputs. This approach allows analysis and
optimization specifications to be generated and/or assembled programmatically, which greatly sim-
plifies the implementation and the process of adding new features to the Pavilion language. Also,
raw Scheme code can be embedded directly into the specification data structures, allowing easy use
of native functions. More information on the use of automatic generation of regular expressions is
given in Section 5.3 on page 66.
6.3.2. Converting abstract syntax trees to push-down automata. In the implementation of
the translation from ROSE abstract syntax trees to push-down automata, a set of terminals and
nonterminals is created, along with definitions for the nonterminals. Each nonterminal corresponds
roughly to a node in the interprocedural control flow graph of the program. Thus, most AST nodes
correspond to multiple nonterminals. Each terminal corresponds to an action taken by the program;
every subexpression evaluation counts as a separate action in order to simplify analysis. A form
similar to three-address form is used (implicitly) for expressions, but links are kept to the original
AST nodes for both terminals and nonterminals.
Symbols in the automaton are represented by simple trees (equivalent to Prolog or Stratego
terms), as in some implementations of program analysis using logic programming [15]. In partic-
ular, three-address form is used for expressions to simplify analyses, just as in the ROSE low-level
control flow graph implementation. Terminals are not arbitrary terms, however; only a limited set
of term patterns is used, with particular parameters that are filled in from the ROSE AST. Thus,
terminals can be represented as a disjoint union of possible patterns and their arguments, rather
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than as arbitrary terms. Patterns used for matching against terminals can include arbitrary patterns
(either more or less general than the patterns used for the terminals themselves).
The actual generation of the automaton for a particular program is done in two phases: a C++
program converts a ROSE AST into a flow grammar [145], and a Scheme program converts that
into a push-down automaton. The C++ program is generated by a template that is written in a
domain-specific language (represented as Scheme data structures with C++ expression trees mixed
in) that is then compiled to pure C++ code. This approach has the advantage that some of the
bookkeeping associated with creating new nonterminals and adding grammar rules for them is
handled automatically. Additionally, the terminals in the code template are represented in the same
way as they are in analysis specifications, and are thus separated from the particular pattern-plus-
arguments representation that is used in the generated grammar. The grammar is then dumped as
a Scheme data structure, for use by the Pavilion interpreter. A preprocessing pass in the Pavilion
interpreter converts this grammar into a push-down automaton. Combining these passes in the
future would simplify the implementation.
6.3.3. Representing concepts. In the Pavilion system, a concept is represented as a Scheme
function that maps from the concept’s type parameters to either #f (if no model exists for those
type parameters) or a model instantiated for a particular set of concrete types; this view of concepts
and models is based on the formalization in [157]. An instantiated model is then a function that
accepts a tag symbol as its sole argument, and that returns the desired information as its result. In
the present implementation, the only information that can be stored in models is regular expressions
used as parts of analyses and optimizations. There is no checking that any particular members exist
in models: as in C++ templates, missing members result in an error when they are accessed. There
is also no specialization ordering on models of a concept; the first model that matches a particular
set of argument types is chosen. There are Scheme macros concept and model that define the
respective constructs; examples of their use are given in Section 5.4 on page 70. Other possible
implementations for concepts and models, which would be more suitable for a production-grade
implementation, are explored in Section 3.11 on page 40.
6.3.4. Implementation language. One interesting design decision when implementing the
Pavilion system was whether to implement a compiler or an interpreter, and which programming
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language to use. Various tradeoffs were available between what features were possible in the anal-
ysis language and how they mapped to the underlying language implementation. As one design
goal was to produce efficient analysis and transformation programs from specifications, compil-
ing program operations into a lower-level language would be useful; there are several impedance
mismatches between a language such as C++ and a high-level language for specifying program
operations, however. In the end, implementation as an interpreter in Scheme ended up being the
most productive approach. Implementation as a compiler producing C++ code was used for some
limited prototype versions of the Pavilion system, however, and the full system should also be
implementable in this manner.
The ideal way to implement the Pavilion language would be as an domain-specific embed-
ded language within a general-purpose programming language. This embedding would allow all
general-purpose language features to be used, and would provide access to existing libraries. It
would also ease implementation, because language features not specific to program analysis and
transformation would not need to be implemented, and a compiler or interpreter for program op-
erations would be unnecessary. Two basic choices exist for embedding regular expressions in an
existing language: directly interpreting the regular expressions as normal program code, and pro-
viding a library to build a data structure for each regular expression.
The problem with a direct interpretation approach is that the semantics of regular expressions,
particularly extended regular expressions, do not fit well with existing languages. Extended regular
expressions include intersection operations that would require two paths of the program to run in
parallel over the input and complete after reading the same number of symbols [158]. Regular
expressions also include nondeterminism. Thus, a threaded execution model would be required to
implement extended regular expressions within a normal programming language, and there would
still be a requirement that only a finite number of threads exist at any given point in the analysis,
and that multiple “equivalent” strings produce the same sets of threads. Thus, it is difficult to use a
normal programming language directly to interpret regular expressions.
An alternative way to embed regular expressions into an existing language is to create a library
that creates regular expressions in expression tree (or automaton) form, either at compile time or
run time. The problem with this approach is that the regular expressions must still be processed
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(compiled and/or interpreted) separately from the host language, and so they are not well integrated
into the host language. Many restrictions on regular expression operations would also be required
to ensure that program states will eventually repeat. This approach would be as difficult or almost
as difficult as directly compiling regular expressions without embedding into a language, and would
not have the benefits of a fully embedded implementation.
Given that an embedded domain-specific language was not an ideal approach, the decision was
made to explicitly define a separate language for analyses and transformations, and then interpret
it. The next choices, then, are what language to use to implement the interpreter. The final decision
was that PLT Scheme should be used for implementing the Pavilion system.
Several languages were examined for the overall implementation. C++ was not a practical op-
tion: the system would frequently need to manipulate trees, and memory management, creation,
and pattern matching of trees would have been inconvenient in C++. The other languages consid-
ered were all functional. Stratego [154] was used for some early versions of Pavilion. It has the
advantage of nice parsing and pretty-printing tools for user-defined languages, and direct support
for rewrite rules is beneficial for some parts of the implementation. However, the ability for every
rule in Stratego to fail caused some issues with debugging, and avoiding these issues required us-
ing a programming style that made the code look more like Scheme than traditional Stratego code.
Scheme, and in particular the PLT dialect [54], was used in the final implementation because of
each access to tree structures (through the included pattern matching library). Also, PLT Scheme
has a large standard library. Dynamic typing and an interpreter made prototyping and development
much faster, although Stratego also has these features. Thus, PLT Scheme was chosen, and turned
out to be an effective language for implementing the Pavilion system.
6.3.5. Compilation issues. In the future, it would be useful to write a compiler from the Pavil-
ion language to C++. That would allow a more efficient implementation, allowing analyses to be run
on larger input programs. It would also allow tighter integration with the ROSE framework, which
is written in C++. C++ has weaknesses that make writing such a compiler more difficult, however,
and certain parts of the Pavilion language definition are currently tied to a Scheme implementation.
C++ has some strong advantages as a target language. Not all information about the program
must be conveyed using the generated push-down automaton; ROSE methods could be used to
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access omitted information as needed. The C++ Standard Library also provides a number of effi-
cient data structures, and C++ is a language designed for high performance. However, the features
provided by C++ do not match what is required for many operations used in program analysis.
C++ does not natively support discriminated unions, which are useful for representing automaton
states, for example. The C++ union construct is limited, especially when user-defined data types
are involved, and using a library such as Boost.Variant would add an extra dependency and is not
completely equivalent to an algebraic data type. Objects can be used to represent discriminated
unions, but then memory management becomes a problem. Also, in C++, first-class functions and
continuations must be explicitly represented as closures; functional languages, on the other hand,
have direct support for storing functions (including functions referring to variables in outer scopes)
as data. The compiler must create all of these objects, and produce code to manage the memory for
them.
The Pavilion language also currently has some features that tie it to Scheme. One is that
Scheme programs can be used to generate analyses and optimizations in the Pavilion language;
this feature is useful to promote code reuse and make tedious analyses (such as expression tree
matching) easier to write. Without some metaprogramming capability, these analyses would need
to be either written by hand or built into the language. However, code generation in Scheme does
not require an implementation in that language: it would be enough to write the compiler in Scheme,
regardless of what language it generates. Using such a front end would also handle the expression
of analyses and optimizations as S-expressions. The language is more intertwined with Scheme,
however: Scheme functions can currently be included directly into analyses and optimizations. This
feature greatly increases flexibility and expressiveness, as any functionality desired can be encoded
using Scheme code. C++ code (or code in the target language of the compiler) would need to be
embedded instead; some parts of the Pavilion system that generate C++ code indeed do include
syntax trees for C++ code to include in the output. Thus, a compiler from a modified form of the
Pavilion language to C++ would be difficult, but possible, to implement.
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6.4. Summary
Overall, the Pavilion language design was impacted by implementation concerns, although
most of the language changes stemmed more from theoretical limitations applicable to all imple-
mentations such as extensional equality on functions. Choosing the correct language and imple-
mentation approach was important for a practical implementation of Pavilion, and a large amount
of experimentation was required to make those decisions. The one design decision, other than the
language design itself, that had a large impact was the use of a fixpoint-based algorithm as an im-
plementation model; it gave much more flexibility and a common model to handle many kinds of
program analysis. This technique also gives room to add more features in the future, such as adding
direct flow equation support using arbitrary lattices and widening operators.
CHAPTER 7
Examples and evaluation
Given the design and implementation of the Pavilion system, it is important to ensure that
its features match those required for the specification of analyses and optimizations, especially
those based on concepts and other abstractions. This chapter shows a set of examples of Pavilion
specifications, evaluating the language’s ability to express each sample optimization or analysis. All
of the analyses and optimizations shown are simplified, because the full versions are often repetitive
in ways that are not essential for understanding. Almost all of the examples could be expanded into
full versions, however, with notes given for those that could not be directly expanded. The chapter
concludes with an overall evaluation of the language design and its current implementation.
7.1. Executing programs without dropping privileges
One simple example of a control flow analysis that can be expressed in the Pavilion system
is the privilege dropping example from [26, property 3]. The assumption of this verifier is that
the program being verified runs under a Unix-like operating system, and will run with elevated
privileges through the setuid mechanism. The program will also be spawning new programs to run
with its real user ID (without any elevated privileges), and the requirement being verified is that
it does, in fact, drop its privileges using seteuid() before running a new program with execve().
Therefore, in more detail, the property is that a call to seteuid() preceeds each call to execve(),
and the last call to seteuid() has as its argument the current real user ID (obtained from getuid()).
Because this example is intended to be simple, it will be assumed that the only acceptable call
to seteuid() is the literal tree seteuid(getuid()), as in the original implementation in MOPS. As an
example, the program shown in Figure 1 satisfies the property while the program shown in Figure 2
does not.
This analysis uses only a simple form of abstraction, namely the knowledge of the effects of
various system calls on the current effective user ID [26]. Thus, the Pavilion specification of it is
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FIGURE 1. A program that correctly drops privileges using seteuid().
int main(int, char∗∗) {
if (rand() % 2) seteuid(getuid());
if (rand() % 2) seteuid(0);
// The last call to seteuid might have had 0 as its argument,
// or seteuid may not have been called at all.
return execve(”/bin/ls”, ...);
}
FIGURE 2. A program that does not drop its privileges properly.
not generic. It does not perform any transformation on the input program; it does, however, use
transduction to insert annotations into the push-down automaton indicating the positions of parts of
the error (for example, where the last call to seteuid() is when it is invalid). Although this version of
the analysis annotates the AST of the input program, the Pavilion program analyzer is also capable
of determining the shortest trace through the program that triggers an error. This feature is common
to past program verification systems, and is useful for tracking down how a bug might be triggered
at runtime.
The seteuid() analysis is presented here in two forms: once using explicit trace operations, and
again with AST pattern matching used for brevity. The pattern matching used in both versions is
unsophisticated, only matching the literal trace equivalents of patterns in the AST; the same level
of matching is provided by MOPS itself (using direct tree pattern matching).
The analysis and annotation specification, written using explicit trace operations, is shown in
Figure 3. The analysis has two branches, connected by the first or operator: one handles the
case where the program runs execve() without running seteuid() at all, and the other handles the
case where the last call to seteuid() before the program calls execve() does not have getuid() as its
argument. In the first branch of the analysis, the arguments to the functions being called are ignored,
allowing each function call to correspond to only one element in the program’s trace. Thus, the
analysis directly expresses the sequence of actions required for the error to occur: a sequence of
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code that does not call seteuid() (or execve(), which would terminate the program), then a call to
execve(); if this sequence is found, an annotation is inserted into the program to mark the offending
call to execve().
In the second branch, the argument used in the call to seteuid() becomes important, making the
analysis more complicated. As before, the program trace is required to start with a leading fragment,
but in this case calls to seteuid() are allowed in the fragment (as they will be undone by a later call
to seteuid()). After this, the variable $not−getuid−result is matched to any temporary variable in
the program trace that is not the result of a call to getuid(), and the variable $not−getuid−exprlist
is matched to any one-argument expression list whose element is not from getuid(). When the
argument list to the last call to seteuid() in the program before the call to execve() is such an
expression list, the error is annotated in the program. As the arguments to most function calls are
ignored (except for that used in the last call to seteuid() in the trace), direct use of single-symbol
trace matching is effective for this example.
The specification can also be implemented using AST pattern matching; this version is shown in
Figure 4. AST pattern matching automatically implements checking of the arguments to operators
and functions, but this analysis often does not use that functionality. The only place in the analysis
that uses it is the check for calls to seteuid() that do not have getuid() as their argument. This call
to match−ast−pattern abstracts the search for calls to seteuid(), and requires that any such calls
matched have something that is not getuid() as their argument. Otherwise, AST pattern matching
does not benefit this example, and in fact makes it much more difficult to write. The reason for the
complexity is that, because of arguments, the regular expression produced by AST pattern matching
code will match traces of arbitrary length; in particular, the code generator adds a wildcard to the
beginning of the regular expressions it produces. This property means that any AST pattern can
match any number of calls to execve(), as long as the matched trace substring ends with the desired
AST pattern. The privilege dropping analysis, however, should match only the first call to execve().
Thus, the trace fragment found in the first branch of the analysis should have both the “no calls to
execve()” property and the “ends with a call to execve()” property. The obvious problem with a di-
rect intersection of these two properties is that it can never be satisfied: the analysis needs to except
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(define seteuid−func ”seteuid( uid t)”)




(concat ; A sequence of elements which are not calls to seteuid() or execve()
(∗ (sym (and (not (Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,seteuid−func $ )))
(∗ (sym (and (not (Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ ))))))
(sym (Let $result (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ )))
(insert (mutate $result ; Add the marker into the output trace





; Prevent calls to execve(), which terminates the program
(∗ (sym (not (Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ )))))
(concat
#t
; Bind $not-getuid-result to any expression which is not getuid()
(sym (and (Let $not−getuid−result $ )
(sym (and (not (Let $not−getuid−result (NamedFunctionCall ”getuid()” $ )))))
; Ensure that the expression is still in scope
(∗ (sym (not (ForgetTemporary $not−getuid−result))))
; Bind to any call to seteuid() with the “wrong” argument
(sym (Let $not−getuid−exprlist (ExprList ($not−getuid−result))))
(∗ (sym (not (ForgetTemporary $not−getuid−exprlist))))
(sym (Let $seteuid−result
(sym (Let (NamedFunctionCall ,seteuid−func $not−getuid−exprlist)))))
; Prevent later calls to seteuid() from overriding the earlier one
(∗ (sym (and (not (Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,seteuid−func $ )))
(∗ (sym (and (not (Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ ))))))
; Require that the program end with execve()
(sym (Let $execve−result (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ )))
(insert (mutate $execve−result ; Add the markers into the output trace
(insert (mutate ”execve() could be called with incorrect privileges”
(insert (mutate generateError))
(insert (mutate $seteuid−result
(insert (mutate ”This is the location of a possible most recent seteuid() call”
(insert (mutate generateError))
#t)))
FIGURE 3. The seteuid() verification, expressed using explicit Pavilion trace operators.
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the last call to execve(), that is intended to be matched by the wrong-argument portion of the anal-
ysis, from the no-calls check. However, just concatenating the properties does not work in general,
as the pattern match to find the execve() call can match previous execve() calls. Therefore, what is
required is the regular expression (and (concat ,no−calls−to−execve (sym $ )) ,call−to−execve)
which prevents calls to execve() except for the one that ends at the end of the trace fragment; this
exception is implemented by the extra wildcard trace element (sym $ ) in the first branch of the
and operator. This particular idiomatic syntax is difficult to discover, however, and requires in-
ternal knowledge of how AST pattern matching works at the level of program traces. Thus, this
example does not benefit, and is in fact greatly complicated, by the use of single-trace AST pattern
matching. However, AST pattern matching can also be implemented in a more approximate way
using nested path quantification. Because the privilege dropping analysis is an error check, looking
for only one error trace, existential queries are used. The version of the analysis rewritten to use this
functionality (the match−ast−pattern−existential construct) is given in Figure 5. This version
of the analysis and transformation much more directly expresses the specification. The extra unary
and construct around most of the second part of the analysis is used to force the Pavilion imple-
mentation into the inner regular expression mode, allowing more flexibility in variable binding.
Overall, the Pavilion system is able to express the privilege dropping verification problem from
MOPS. The best way to implement it is using backwards existential path queries; if a single-trace
analysis is required, direct access to program traces is the best approach, but it requires much more
information about the exact layout of Pavilion program traces. Using AST pattern matching on
a single trace does not require as much information about program trace details, but requires the
use of an idiomatic technique that comes from implementation details of the AST pattern matching
code generator. The AST pattern matcher using backwards path queries is much better in that it
hides most of the details of how AST patterns are transformed into trace patterns, and does not
require explicit combination of overlapping components of the regular expression. Note that this
verification example is different from optimization examples in that the goal is to find some path
that violates the required program property, and so existential queries are required. In optimizations,
the usual case is that all paths leading into a particular program point have a property.
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; Prevent calls to either seteuid() or execve()
,(does−not−contain (match−ast−pattern ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,seteuid−func $ )))
,(does−not−contain (match−ast−pattern ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ ))))
(sym $ ))
; Require a call to execve()
,(match−ast−pattern ‘(Let $result (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ ))))




; Prevent calls to execve(), which terminates the program
,(does−not−contain (match−ast−pattern ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ ))))
(concat
#t
,(match−ast−pattern ; Check for a call to seteuid() with the “wrong” argument
‘(Let $seteuid−result
‘(Let (NamedFunctionCall ,seteuid−func
‘(Let (NamedFunctionCall (ExprList ((not (NamedFunctionCall ”getuid()” $ )))))))))
(and ; Prevent any later calls to seteuid() from overriding the previous one
(concat
,(does−not−contain (match−ast−pattern ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,seteuid−func $ )))
,(does−not−contain (match−ast−pattern ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ ))))
(sym $ ))
; Require a call to execve()
,(match−ast−pattern ‘(Let $execve−result (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ ))))
(insert ; Add the error markers into the output trace
(mutate $execve−result ”execve() could be called with incorrect privileges” generateError))
(insert
(mutate $seteuid−result ”This is the location of a possible most recent seteuid() call”
(mutate generateError))
#t)))
FIGURE 4. The seteuid() verification, expressed with the help of the single-trace
AST pattern matching code generator.





,(does−not−contain ; Prevent calls to seteuid() or execve()
(match−ast−pattern−existential ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,seteuid−func $ )))
(match−ast−pattern−existential ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ ))))
,(match−ast−pattern−existential ‘(Let $result (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ )))





,(does−not−contain ; Prevent calls to execve(), which terminates the program
(match−ast−pattern−existential ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ ))))
,(match−ast−pattern−existential ; Match a call to seteuid() with the “wrong” argument
‘(Let $seteuid−result
‘(Let (NamedFunctionCall ,seteuid−func
‘(Let (NamedFunctionCall (ExprList ((not (NamedFunctionCall ”getuid()” $ )))))))
,(does−not−contain ; Prevent later calls to seteuid() from overriding the earlier one
(match−ast−pattern−existential ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,seteuid−func $ )))
(match−ast−pattern−existential ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ ))))
,(match−ast−pattern−existential
‘(Let $execve−result (NamedFunctionCall ,execve−func $ )))))
(insert ; Insert the error markers into the output trace
(mutate $execve−result ”execve() could be called with incorrect privileges” generateError))
(insert
(mutate $seteuid−result ”This is the location of a possible most recent seteuid() call”
(mutate generateError))
#t)))
FIGURE 5. The seteuid() verification, expressed with the help of the existential
path query AST pattern matching code generator.
7.2. Simple generic constant propagation
A basic optimization using semantic properties attached to concepts is to propagate constants
from definitions of variables to uses. The generic version of this optimization is a generalization
of the standard version; in particular, the generic version allows a model of a concept to specify
exactly what a constant is, how they are assigned to variables, how they are used, how a variable
could be mutated, and how to change an AST to replace a use of a variable with a constant. In the
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simple form of constant propagation used here, all partial traces leading to the program point being
optimized must have the following form (as shown in regular expression form in [42]):
(1) The start of the trace.
(2) Any actions by the program.
(3) An assignment of a constant c to a variable v.
(4) A region in which no modifications occur to v.
(5) A use of the variable v; this use is changed to c by the optimization.
Thus, to create a concept-based optimization, this basic pattern is filled in using information from
a particular model. Two concepts are used for the optimization: an Assignable concept, roughly
based on the one in [135], containing information about variables of a given type; and a more spe-
cialized Constant Propagable concept containing information about constants. The simple constant
propagation analysis uses the following members from Assignable:
• modification−of−within: a function accepting a pattern variable containing the name of a
program variable and returning a regular expression that matches a change of the variable.
• variable−use: a function accepting a pattern variable v containing the name of a program
variable and a pattern variable e that will be bound to an expression, and returning a
regular expression that matches a use of variable v as an operand of the expression e.
and the following members from Constant Propagable:
• assign−constant: a function accepting pattern variable names v for the name of a pro-
gram variable and c for a constant value, and returning a regular expression matching an
assignment of that constant to that variable.
• change−variable−use−to−constant: a function accepting pattern variable names e for a
variable use to change, v for the name of a program variable containing a constant, and c
for the value of the constant; and returning a regular expression that modifies the program
AST to replace the variable v with the constant c in the use e.
Given the definitions of these two concepts and appropriate models, the constant propa-
gation optimization applied to a type t is shown in Figure 6. In this code, syntax such as
((assignable t) ’variable−use) is used to access a member of a model (in this case, the model of
Assignable for the type t). There is a test, not shown here, to ensure that this model exists before the
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constant propagation optimization is instantiated for the type t. The function wrap−partial−trace
is used to mark that this optimization is not required to match an entire program trace, but only a
part of the trace.
(let ((variable−use ((assignable t) ’variable−use))
(let ((modification−of−within ((assignable t) ’modification−of−within))
(let ((assign−constant ((constant−propagable t) ’assign−constant))







(concat ,(assign−constant ’$constant−var ’$constant−value)
(concat ,(does−not−contain ,(modification−of−within ’$constant−var))
(concat ,(variable−use ’$constant−var ’$result−var))))
,(change−variable−use ’$result−var ’$constant−var ’$constant−value))))
FIGURE 6. Simple, generic constant propagation optimization, applied to a type t.
This specification of constant propagation matches the specification in [42] fairly closely, even
using a query which matches any program point that has all incoming paths matching an inner
regular expression. The use of single-element trace patterns for AST matching (using nested path
quantifications) makes the optimization much more direct to express; a previous version using
single-trace pattern matching was much more complicated.
The other part of the constant propagation analysis is the concept and model definitions. These
are straightforward, and are shown in Figure 7. The models make heavy use of AST pattern match-
ing; the generalized constant propagation optimization uses all−paths queries so that the extra
prefixes included in AST matching regular expressions are not a problem. Also note the use of
match−ast−pattern−existential in the definition of modification−of−within: for this part of the
analysis, it is necessary to prevent all possible modifications of the given variable. The AST modifi-
cation code is omitted from the example as it is long; it is a sequence of AST operations, represented
in a Forth-like language, to replace the call to use() in the input program with a call to useInteger().
The Pavilion language is capable of directly expressing the generic version of the simple con-
stant propagation optimization. Breaking the optimization into two parts (the generic optimization
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(concept (assignable t))
(model (assignable (class ”A”))
(model ((‘modification−of−within
(model ( (λ (variable−var)
(model ( ‘(or ,(match−ast−pattern−existential
(model ( ‘(or ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ”assign(A&, int)”
(model ( ‘(or ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall (ExprList ((V ,variable−var) $ )))))
(model ( ‘(or ,(match−ast−pattern−existential
(model ( ‘(or ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ”copy(A&, A const&)”
(model ( ‘(or ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall (ExprList ((V ,variable−var) $ ))))))))
(model ((‘variable−use
(model ( (λ (variable−var result−var)
(model ( (match−ast−pattern−universal
(model ( ‘(Let ,result−var (NamedFunctionCall ”use(A const&, char const∗)”
(model ( ‘(Let ,result−var (NamedFunctionCall (ExprList ((V ,variable−var) $ ))))))))
(concept (constant−propagable t) (assignable t))
(model (constant−propagable (class ”A”))
(model ((‘assign−constant
(model ( (λ (variable−var constant−var)
(model ( (match−ast−pattern−universal
(model ( ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall ”assign(A&, int)”
(model ( ‘(Let $ (NamedFunctionCall (ExprList ((V ,variable−var) (Int ,constant−var))))))))
(model ((‘change−variable−use−to−constant
(model ( (λ (result−var constant−var constant−value)
(model ( ‘(insert (mutate ...)))))
FIGURE 7. Concept and model definitions for simple constant propagation on the
type A. The AST modification is omitted as it is long and based on ROSE details
that are not important to the optimization.
and the models for particular types) simplified it greatly, and the models can take advantage of tree
pattern matching to condense their code. The nested path query mechanism is important to the
correctness of this optimization, and the ability to implement optimizations as transducers allows
a restriction on when the path queries are applied (in this case, only immediately after a use of the
variable). Being able to have optimizations that are composed from separately generated fragments,
and to have Scheme functions that return regular expressions, are important to the modularity and
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compositionality of the constant propagation optimization. Thus, the Pavilion system is effective
at representing this optimization.
7.3. Algebraic rewriting
A useful optimization for many types of program is to remove unnecessary computations using
algebraic laws. For example, some operations, such as integer addition, have neutral elements; that
is, they have an element e which satisfies the equations e¯ x = x and x¯ e = x for all elements
x. Thus, the program can be optimized by removing operations involving the neutral element.
Similar optimizations have been done in the context of generic programming by the Simplicissimus
system [125], which allows concepts to provide rewrite rules that are applied to the program AST.
The Pavilion system can also express algebraic simplification rules, both on particular types
and generically, with some limitations. The AST pattern matching regular expression generator and
nested path quantifications can directly express these simplifications. An example is the generic
optimization for removing neutral elements on the left side of an operation shown in Figure 8.
(define (optimize−neutral model−tag)
(if (models? (monoid model−tag))
(if (let ((op ((monoid model−tag) ’op))




(if (all−paths backwards ; Require that all definitions of $result-var be of the given form
(if (all−paths ,(match−ast−pattern ‘(Let $result−var (,op ,neutral $b)))))
(if ; Apply the optimizing transformation
(if (insert (mutate $result−var $b replaceExpr)))))
(if #f))
FIGURE 8. A generic optimization using the neutral element of a monoid.
Thematch−ast−pattern function must be generalized to support matching generic operations
rather than just concrete operator or function invocations. The only change that is required is that
the pattern matching code generator, rather than allowing only concrete operations as the body of a
Let block, must also allow Scheme functions. These functions, such as the op and neutral functions
shown in the example, are given the pattern variable names for the result and operands of their local
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part of the expression tree; the functions then generate corresponding analyses, often using calls to
the concrete expression tree matching mechanism. As an example of this, the concept and model
declarations for Monoid on integers are shown in Figure 9.
(concept (monoid t))
(model (monoid int−plus)
(‘op (λ (result−var a−var b−var)
(‘op ( (match−ast−pattern−universal ‘(Let ,result−var (Add ,a−var ,b−var)))))
(‘neutral (λ (result−var)
(‘neutral ( (match−ast−pattern−universal ‘(Let ,result−var (Int 0))))))
FIGURE 9. The concept declaration for the Monoid concept, and a model of that
concept for integers.
In this example, rather than using types as models of the concept, separate model tags are used.
This modification allows a single type to model the same concept in several ways; for example,
integers are the element type of several monoids, including those for addition, multiplication, as
well as bitwise AND, OR, and XOR. An explicit list of those models desired must be created as
part of applying the optimization; the generic optimization is then instantiated for each of those
models.
The basic implementation of expression tree rewriting has several limitations. The ability to
track values of expressions through assignments to different variables, rather than just matching
the explicit syntax of expression trees, requires a more sophisticated data flow analysis which
is explained in Section 7.4. Tree equality, which is required for idempotency properties such as
x & x→ x, is difficult to support because of the splitting of expression trees to produce traces. The
implementation of tree equality would also use recursive path quantifiers and would walk through
corresponding parts of the two expression trees, ensuring that the variables used have not been
modified between the two trees.
7.4. Tracking values through copies
The simple constant propagation optimization in the previous section is useful, but the
functionality of the optimization leaves much to be desired. In particular, code such as
a = 5; b = a; c = b + 1; cannot be optimized using its limited level of analysis: a constant can only
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be found when it is used in the same variable in which it was originally stored. A better analysis
would remove this restriction, allowing the tracking of a constant through several variables. The
analysis is still generic; extra concepts (or added associated program analyses in existing concepts)
are required to define which operations on a particular type implement the generic operations of
copying a value or assigning it to a variable.
The difficulty of representing this optimization is due to the possibility of an unbounded num-
ber of copies of the constant being made; normally, a regular expression in the Pavilion language
only contains a fixed number of variables, and each variable can only be bound once on any given
program path. Several implementations of this analysis could have been expressed using various
extensions to the core Pavilion language, but none could be directly expressed without either lan-
guage modifications or extensive use of native function calls. The approach of recursive path quan-
tification was chosen, despite it requiring major changes to the Pavilion implementation, because
it allowed much greater flexibility in the language: this change enables the analysis of constants
propagated through copied variables, but also a large subset of the many other analyses that can be
expressed in a flow-equation-based program analysis framework.
The core idea of the language extension required is to allow properties of program points,
rather than just properties of single paths, to be recursive. Several mechanisms exist to allow regu-
lar expressions to represent unbounded paths, such as the Kleene star and the directly tail recursive
regular expressions allowed at the outer layer of the Pavilion language. However, these mecha-
nisms only allow single paths to have unbounded length, and in particular cannot express arbitrary
numbers of distinct values for the same variable in partially overlapping parts of a path (variable
quantifiers only apply to well-defined, properly nested portions of a regular expression). Other
analyses, such as constant folding, cannot be expressed on single paths at all: a simple loop such
as for (int i = 0; f(); ++i); has an unbounded number of distinct paths, each with a different (but
constant) value of i reached at the end of the loop.
Flow equations can easily express this analysis using a small loss of analysis precision relative
to working on each path separately; they fold together all possible constant values at each pro-
gram point, rather than each path. Because the constant propagation (and folding) lattice is not
distributive, this approach has an inaccuracy, but it can handle unbounded loops such as the one
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shown above without any problems. The difference between the two approaches is that the constant
folding analysis can distinguish the paths through the loop (because of their different values for i,
whose value is tracked by the analysis), but they all traverse the same program points (with different
values for i, and different numbers of iterations, but these are not used in the flow-equation-based
analysis).
The generic optimization is shown in Figure 10. The concept and model definitions are not
shown for this example; they are the same as for the previous version of constant propagation,
with an extra member to locate the assignment of the value of one variable to another. The use of
recursive regular expressions complicates the expression of this optimization, but it is still relatively
straightforward. The letrec construct is used to allow recursion in the definition of find−constant.
Within this syntax, a helper regular expression re stores the actual path query; this query represents
(using the or operator) either assigning a constant to the variable $constant−var or calling the
query recursively and then copying the variable assigned there into $constant−var. Note that
the definition of re is outside the λ expression; thus, it is only computed once. The λ expression
defines a function which is called on each program point; it runs the query given in re at that point,
passing it an empty environment. The change in environment in the recursive call, as well as the
use of the rename−var−in−result helper function, allows the pattern variable $constant−var to
have different values at different program points. Finally, the main regular expression uses the
find−constant function to locate a constant assignment to a variable, followed by a use of the
variable; it then replaces the variable with the constant value, completing the optimization.
The main source of complexity in this regular expression is the need to define a recursive regular
expression; this necessitates the use of letrec, as well as wrapping a function around the inner regu-
lar expression. Also, because a single variable is used to represent the program variable containing
the constant, the environment must be cleared in the nested regular expression call, and the result of
that call must have one of its output variables renamed. In all, recursive path quantifications require
more sophisticated use of Scheme in the regular expressions than non-recursive quantifications. A
user could still learn to create such regular expressions, however. It might be possible to define
Scheme macros to simplify these operations.
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(let∗ ((variable−use ((assignable t) ’variable−use))
(let∗ ((modification−of−within ((assignable t) ’modification−of−within))
(let∗ ((copy−variable ((assignable t) ’copy−variable))
(let∗ ((assign−constant ((constant−propagable t) ’assign−constant))
(let∗ ((change−variable−use ((constant−propagable t) ’change−variable−use−to−constant)))
((letrec ((find−constant ; A helper to find the values of all constant program variables
((letrec ((let ((re
((letrec ((let (( ‘(all−paths backwards
((letrec ((let (( (concat
((letrec ((let (( (sym (StartOfTrace))
((letrec ((let (( #t
((letrec ((let (( (or
((letrec ((let (( ; Direct assignment of a constant
((letrec ((let (( ,(assign−constant ’$constant−var ’$constant−value)
((letrec ((let (( ; A copy of a previously defined constant
((letrec ((let (( (exists ($constant−var−2)
((letrec ((let (( (concat
((letrec ((let (( (node (call ,(λ (npda−src env)
((letrec ((let (( (node (call ; Rename this variable to avoid a name conflict
((letrec ((let (( (node (call ,( (rename−var−in−result
((letrec ((let (( (node (call ,( ; Recursively call this analysis before the variable is assigned
((letrec ((let (( (node (call ,( (find−constant npda−src)
((letrec ((let (( (node (call ,( ’$constant−var ’$constant−var−2))))
((letrec ((let (( ; Find a copy of the previous variable into the current one
((letrec ((let (( ,(copy−variable ’$constant−var−2 ’$constant−var))))
((letrec ((let (( ; Ensure that the variable is not reassigned
((letrec ((let (( ,(does−not−contain (modification−of−within ’$constant−var))))))
((letrec ( (λ (npda−src)
((letrec ( ( ; Call the defined regular expression, using an empty environment of pattern variables
((letrec ( ( (interp−expr−step re npda−src ’())))))
(((wrap−partial−trace
(( ‘(concat
(( (node (call ,(λ (npda−src env) (find−constant npda−src))))
(( ; Find and change a use of the constant variable
(( ,(variable−use ’$constant−var ’$result−var)
(( ,(change−variable−use ’$result−var ’$constant−var ’$constant−value)))))
FIGURE 10. Generic constant propagation optimization, including value tracking
through variable assignments, applied to a type t.
The implementation of expression tree matching in the Pavilion system can also be extended
to track expressions through copies, using a similar mechanism. The approach is exactly the same
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as in the original version, except that, instead of requiring that the result of one computation be
used as the argument to another, any value which can be found to be a copy of the original result
can be used. For example, in x = a + b; y = x; c = y + x;, the three expressions a + b, x, and y are
all considered to be computations of a + b. The procedure used for this extension is similar to the
procedure for constant propagation through copies. A concept is defined of “the same expression;”
for this analysis, two expressions a and b are considered to be the same if a is assigned to a variable
v, b is a read of v, and v is not reassigned until the definition of b. With this definition, the expression
a computes b⊕ c when either a is an application of ⊕ to expressions b′ and c′ which compute b
and c, respectively; or when a is the same as some expression a′ which itself computes b⊕ c
(recursively). The implementation of this extended definition of computation is more complicated
than the previous definition, because of the added recursion; the final definition uses recursively
nested path quantifiers and native functions extensively.
7.5. Integer parity analysis
An example of a program analysis which essentially requires a fixpoint-based algorithm is the
analysis of the parity of integers (determining whether they are even or odd) in a program. In the
simplified version of the analysis shown here, each integer constant is given a parity, and the parities
of sums of integers are computed. The parity of each integer variable is also kept, and uses of the
variable preserve the assigned parity. The analysis is sophisticated enough to correctly analyze
loops which have induction variables which keep a single parity throughout all loop iterations. To
create a simple example, the transformation just replaces the left side of every operation x & 1 with
the parity of x when that is known.
The analysis used is shown in Figure 11. It is divided into two parts, each a function which
takes a program point as its argument. The first function, parity−of−exprs, returns a map from
expressions (the $e variable) to possible parities (the $parity variable). The map is represented as a
relation, so an expression could theoretically have multiple parity values; however, this cannot oc-
cur in practice because the analysis is optimistic and uses an all-incoming-paths query. A variable
can only have both parities coming out of a computation when it had them entering the computa-
tion, and each constant can only have one parity. The results from separate paths into a program
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(define do−assignment (match−ast−pattern−universal ‘(Let $ (Assign (V $var) $e))))
(define any−assignment (match−ast−pattern−existential ‘(Let $ (Assign (V $var) $ ))))
(letrec ((parity−of−vars ; Find the parity of each variable for which it is uniquely defined
(letrec (((λ (npda−src env)
(letrec (( (interp−expr−step ; Evaluate the given path query, using an empty environment
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths backwards
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (concat
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths ((sym (StartOfTrace))
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (#t
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths ((exists ($e) ; Forget the value of $e after the assignment is found
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths ( (concat (node (call ,parity−of−exprs)) ; Get parity of each expression
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths ( (concat ,do−assignment))
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (; Ensure that the variable is not reassigned
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (,(does−not−contain any−assignment)))
(letrec (( npda−src ’())))
(letrec (; A helper function to add parity information for integer constants (not shown)
(letrec ((add−parity−for−constant ...)
(letrec ((parity−of−exprs−add (λ (npda−src env)
(letrec (( (let∗ ((pe (parity−of−exprs npda−src env))
(letrec (( (let∗ ((pe1 (rename−var−in−result
(letrec (( (let∗ ((pe1 ( (rename−var−in−result pe ’$parity ’$parity1) ’$e ’$e1))
(letrec (( (let∗ ((pe2 (rename−var−in−result
(letrec (( (let∗ ((pe2 ( (rename−var−in−result pe ’$parity ’$parity2) ’$e ’$e2)))
(letrec (( ; Combine the input parities using the exclusive OR operation (not shown)
(letrec (( ...)))
(letrec ((parity−of−exprs (λ (npda−src env)
(letrec (( (interp−expr−step
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths backwards
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (concat
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (sym (StartOfTrace))
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths #t
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (or (exists ($val)
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (or ((call ,add−parity−for−constant (sym (Let $e (Int $val)))))
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (or (exists ($var) (concat (node (call ,parity−of−vars))
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (or (exists ($var) (concat (sym (Let $e (V $var)))))
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (or (exists ($e1 $e2 $parity1 $parity2)
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (or (concat (node (call ,parity−of−exprs−add))
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (or (concat (sym (Let $e (Add $e1 $e2))))))
(letrec (( ‘(all−paths (∗ (sym (not (ForgetTemporary $e))))))
(letrec (( npda−src ’()))))
FIGURE 11. Essential functions in an analysis of the parity of integer values in a program.
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point are intersected, and so multiple parities for one expression can never be produced. The second
function, parity−of−vars, returns a map from variable names (the $var) variable) to possible par-
ities (the $parity variable). There is a mutual recursion between the functions: parity−of−exprs
calls both itself (for additions) and parity−of−vars (for variable references), and parity−of−vars
calls parity−of−exprs to determine the parity of the right-hand side of each variable assignment.
The main difficulty in writing the parity analysis, and the main complexity in it, is in creating
the native functions that rename variables from recursive calls, and the functions that combine the
results of the recursions together. They use details about how pattern variables are represented inter-
nally. Also, in order to ensure the comparability of the resulting states, helper functions for combin-
ing input parity values to an operation must be defined outside the bodies of the parity−of−exprs
and parity−of−vars functions. Other than these details, the parity analysis code directly represents
the required abstract operations (parity of constants, preservation through variable assignments,
and the computation of output parity from additions). The difficulties stem from the details of the
implementation, and language limitations in the placement of native function calls.
7.6. Evaluation
These examples show that the Pavilion system can represent a wide range of program analyses
and optimizations, both generic and non-generic. An analysis for software verification, as well as
several optimizations, were presented. The examples shown here are for simplified versions of the
analysis problems, and specifications for the full problem versions — for example, parity analysis
with the full set of integer operators in C++, including compound operators such as +=—would be
much more complicated. However, these extra cases are just additions to the existing list, and are
not fundamentally more complex than the simplified specifications. The use of regular expressions,
when combined with the extensions shown in this thesis, is beneficial in making specifications
match the user’s normal view of how their programs operate; flow equations, however, can also be
used when they are more natural.
One interesting lesson from designing and implementing the Pavilion system is that regular ex-
pressions are not enough to express many program analyses directly. Several past systems used only
basic regular expressions with variables, with a single level of path quantification; this is adequate
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for simple optimizations such as constant propagation, but makes expression tree matching (for
example) much more difficult to express. Compositionality is limited in this approach as well, as
regular expressions must be combined in complicated ways to allow expression trees to be matched
based on matching their components; having the operators in the expression tree also be arbitrary
regular expressions (as is required for generic analyses) causes even more problems.
The examples show that the extensions to regular expressions provided by the Pavilion lan-
guage are used in practical analyses. Intersection is used to express the concept of a number of
actions happening in an arbitrary order; complementation is used to express an event not happening
in a particular part of the trace. Variable quantification is used to limit the scopes of pattern vari-
ables to where they are used. Path quantification, both universal and existential, is used to match
expression tree patterns; recursive path quantifications allow more sophisticated pattern matching.
Generating regular expressions from Scheme code, and calling Scheme code within regular expres-
sions, greatly aids the reusability of specifications, and allows recursive regular expressions to be
created. The only features which have not been used are forward path quantification, which is used
in other program analyses than are featured here, and universal variable quantification, which is
included for completeness as it is dual to existential quantification. Non-Boolean analysis results
(other than pattern variable bindings) are also not used, but they are a reasonable generalization of
Boolean analysis results.
Analyses such as tracking variable values through several copies would not be possible to im-
plement in systems that use only basic regular expressions plus pattern variables. Flow equations,
on the other hand, can express these more complicated analyses, and can express every analysis
possible with regular expressions; however, they cannot express these analyses easily. Also, users
are unlikely to understand how to write efficient flow equations for a given analysis; one exam-
ple of this problem is shown in [120], which discusses a standard analysis being strengthened by
adding more precise, yet correct, rules; these rules are not part of standard specifications of the
analysis. The Pavilion system can use recursive path quantification, in combination with regular
expressions, to express many kinds of flow equations in a more direct manner. Added features, such
as arbitrary lattices and widening to allow infinite-height lattices, are necessary to enable the full
range of standard program analyses and optimizations to be specified.
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The use of Scheme to express analyses and optimizations in the Pavilion system has both ad-
vantages and disadvantages. The main advantage is that arbitrary code can be embedded into regular
expressions, and arbitrary code can be used to generate them. This feature allowed generic opti-
mizations to be composed from sub-optimizations for the individual types and concepts involved. It
also allowed a subroutine to be defined for generating regular expressions to match expression trees.
A disadvantage of using Scheme S-expressions for program analyses is that they are fairly verbose.
A more customized syntax would reduce this problem, but would also reduce the flexibility of being
able to easily embed arbitrary Scheme code into regular expressions.
One design decision which has greatly affected the implementation of the Pavilion language,
and its expressiveness, is the model used for variables. The language includes single-assignment
variables, as is used in the Stratego language [154]; each variable is either completely unbound or
completely bound (ground). Logic programming languages, on the other hand, typically allow vari-
ables to be bound to terms which themselves contain variables; such terms are not fully defined, but
later unifications can attach ground terms to the variables. In either of these models, variables are
not explicitly assigned; each use of a variable v in the program can either bind v to a value or require
that a value is equal to v’s current binding. This model has major effects on implementation. The
implementation splits execution paths based on the bindings of variables, confident that the variable
will never change. Also, the values of variables are stored as constraints — in the current imple-
mentation, just equality and disequality with constants — which effectively map variable bindings
to nested regular expressions. A model with explicit reassignment of variables, on the other hand,
would require that the values be explicitly stored, such as in a nondeterministic finite automaton
model (Section 4.3 on page 47). Explicit variable assignment and reassignment would be useful
to implement some forms of value tracking: the current location where a particular value is stored
could be in a pattern variable, which is then modified when a copy occurs (using a nondeterministic
choice as to whether to change the pattern variable or not). However, flow equations and recursive
path quantifiers allow this behavior to be expressed in a more natural way. Also, user-defined pro-
cedures can remove the current variable bindings during a nested query, allowing recursive queries
to have different values for the same variable without needing to reassign it along a single path.
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Another language feature which can be evaluated is the placement of analysis and optimization
specifications. Having them located in a separate file allowed for the direct use of Scheme, including
a third-party Scheme interpreter and parser. It also allowed Scheme syntax to be used. However, a
syntax which allows specifications to be integrated into the input C++ code would likely be more
convenient for users. The specifications would need to be able to come from header files so that
they can be reused for separate files and applications. A more concise syntax could also be used,
making specifications easier to write. Lastly, integration into ConceptC++ would allow concept-
based optimizations to be included with the concepts themselves. These issues are discussed in
more detail in Section 3.11 on page 40.
This section is intended to show the analyses and optimizations which are at the limits of the
Pavilion system’s capabilities, and those which showcase its distinctive features. Many simpler
analyses, such as those done by previous regular-expression-based systems for program analysis,
are also representable. For example, simple bit-vector data flow analyses such as live variable anal-
ysis and non-generic forms of constant propagation are easy to express. Previous systems using
regular expressions for program analysis typically cannot propagate a constant value (for example)
through several variables; providing that feature in the Pavilion system is an improvement over
those earlier systems. Overall, the Pavilion system can represent most standard compiler opti-
mizations. The problems relate to the restriction to power-set lattices (and the consequent lack of
widening), the restriction to compile-time analysis and optimization, and the restriction to proper-
ties which can be expressed using traces. The first restriction prevents analyses such as value range
analysis, which uses the infinite-height lattice of intervals of integers, and requires widening to ter-
minate on many loops. Widening is difficult to implement because it requires the detection of loops
in the program, which, although possible, is not part of the “pure” regular expression framework;
it is possible, however, to include the program points reached into the trace, allowing this analysis
to be expressed using regular expressions and path quantifiers. The Pavilion system also does not
include any features for integrating run-time information into its analyses, although they could be
added in the future. Lastly, the information available to the Pavilion system, and thus analyses and
optimizations written using it, is restricted to the program trace and how that trace relates to the
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This thesis presents the Pavilion system for specifying compiler analyses and optimizations
declaratively, with a focus on optimization of software using abstractions. Regular expressions,
with many extensions, are used to express the analyses; although these make some analyses much
easier to specify, they have difficulty with certain types of analysis. Regular expressions, with
the extensions described in this thesis, are compositional: a regular expression can be built from
smaller, independent pieces. This capability allows an optimization for a particular type to be cre-
ated based on regular expression fragments that are provided by models of various concepts, making
the creation of generic optimizations straightforward. In fact, generic optimizations and analyses
are exactly analogous to generic algorithms: as an algorithm works by composing functions pro-
vided by its input types, an optimization is generated by composing regular expression fragments
provided by its input types.
As extensions to the basic regular expression paradigm are required for sophisticated program
analysis, the tradeoffs between possible extensions and how they affect expressiveness and im-
plementability become important. Although the Pavilion language does not include every possible
feature, it includes a reasonable set; and an implementation approach has been defined that supports
the features chosen.
The Pavilion implementation was used to write several program analyses and optimizations,
both based on abstractions provided by functions and those provided by concepts. These were then
applied to small test programs, and were found to function correctly. For the most part, the Pavilion
specifications of the optimizations fairly directly expressed their essential content; a user should
be able to write optimizations in the language in a straightforward manner. Some usability features
remain to be improved, however, such as the language syntax; also, precise analyses (those applying
to only a single trace) are more difficult to write than those that are more approximate (applying to
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several traces using path quantification). The overall language is simple to use, and provides a set
of features which are likely to be familiar to ordinary library authors.
Future work
One avenue for future work is to define more analyses and optimizations for specific domains
using the Pavilion language. For example, optimizations could be written specifically for graphs
using the concepts defined in the Boost Graph Library [131]. Also, implementing all of the analyses
provided by STLlint [60, 61] would be useful. Encouraging library authors to use and evaluate the
Pavilion language would also be beneficial to determine whether it (and concept-based optimization
in general) increases library author productivity and application performance in practice.
The Pavilion system is applicable to the problem of testing programs for security flaws and
other correctness issues. Security properties are already often verified through model checking [26],
and thus violations are given as trace patterns. Regular-expression-based approaches to program
analysis have been used for security analysis in the past [101], and one analysis example has been
implemented as an example in Section 7.1 on page 84. Implementing a broader range of security
analyses using the Pavilion language would also be a research opportunity, as well as a way to have
more impact on commonly-used applications.
Several previous systems for trace-based program analysis have been applied to concurrent
programs, using several different models of parallelism. The Pavilion system could also be ex-
tended to support analysis and transformation of these programs, increasing its generality. This
task would likely be straightforward; it would mainly involve more sophisticated ways of generat-
ing traces from input programs and interleaving traces together. However, context-sensitive analysis
of fully general parallel programs is undecidable [114]; approximations have been used in the past
to achieve decidability [18, 23, 80]. Also, handling analysis of programs over all possible process
counts at once, as is done in [34] would be an interesting problem.
A production-quality implementation of the Pavilion system would also be beneficial, espe-
cially for applying the system to large applications. In particular, the implementation would need
to be much more concerned with efficiency of analysis, including reusing computations as much as
possible. Also, analyses and optimizations should be compiled into a lower-level language such as
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C++, despite the complexity of doing so. Increasing efficiency might also involve using a differ-
ent automaton representation as the target of the regular expression compiler; supporting as many
language features as possible within such a representation would still be an important concern,
however. Additionally, new language features might be developed, and the implementation updated
to include them.
The Pavilion language is applicable to analyzing and transforming programs written in several
languages. The analyses themselves may or may not transfer to other source languages; that de-
pends on the set of terminals used in the push-down automaton generator for the input language.
Defining a common set of terminals to cover as many languages as possible would aid usability.
In addition to source code, the Pavilion system could also be generalized to process object code.
Traces in the automaton correspond more closely to sequences of instructions than they do to source
code, so analyses might be able to be written more directly. A potential problem, however, is that
many instructions can perform the same task, and analyses must be general enough to cover all
possible sequences.
As stated in Section 2.5.1 on page 14, many current program analysis specification languages
use equations over the program data flow to specify analysis behavior, and many standard analyses
are specified in this form. The Pavilion system is able to express some flow equations using nested
path quantification (Section 3.10 on page 37), but is limited to equations that return Boolean values
or sets of elements from the program. The ability to define more lattices should be provided, as well
as a more direct syntax for writing flow equations. Additionally, the widening technique to allow
program analyses to operate on lattices with infinite height should be provided, as it is essential to
implement, for example, value range analysis [67].
On a similar note, program flow automata are produced based on the Steffen model of the pro-
gram, in which the control flow graph is the only information included [138]. This level of analysis
neglects the values of variables, for example. More sophisticated models could also be used; other
abstract interpreters can be used as the basis of an automaton-based analysis approach [121]. How-
ever, adding this feature would require a language to specify abstract interpreters, which would
require the equivalent of a full program analysis specification language such as that in [4].
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In order to use the technique described in Section 4.4.4 on page 53, a set of functions must be
found that is useful for analyses, is closed under operations such as ∧ and ∨, and yet has an effi-
ciently computable equality operation. Trying to find as general of a class of functions as possible
satisfying these requirements would allow analysis power to be increased. Tree automata might be
a good source for such classes of functions [33].
Integrating separate analyses in a common framework would also be an interesting area of
future work. For example, aliasing information from one analysis might feed information into a
constant propagation analysis, even if the analyses are written independently. In particular, different
concepts may provide different information about uses of types that model them, and a program
may use different objects that model several concepts; the information derived from those concepts
should be combined. Ideally, superanalysis [31] or a similar technique for combining independent
analyses [96] should be used so that analyses can integrate their information without imposing any
particular direction of flow between them. The factoring of analyses as functions and the ability
for them to call each other may provide much of this facility, as could the ability to “plug together”
optimizations from simpler pieces.
More sophisticated algorithm recognition would allow optimizations written for generic pro-
grams to be applied to non-generic implementations as well. Algorithm recognition refers to a set
of techniques for determining whether a particular section of a program implements a particular
operation. This feature would allow operations in non-generic code to be matched to the same op-
eration when it occurs in a model of a concept. For example, the type double with the operations
min and + forms an idempotent semiring. Algorithm recognition would allow a concept-based op-
timization for all such semirings (in this case, the rewrite a⊕ (a⊕b)→ a⊕b) to apply to code such
as double d = a < c ? a : c; f(a < d ? a : d);, optimizing it to f(a < c ? a : c);. Without recognition
of this construct, it would be necessary for the input program to explicitly call a min function to
enable the optimization.
Several methods of improving analysis efficiency have been developed in previous work, and
integrating them into the Pavilion system would be worthwhile. Demand-driven analysis allows
only those properties of a program relevant to optimizations to be computed. Incremental analysis
reduces the amount of program analysis that must be re-done when the program is transformed by
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an optimization. Both of these techniques are intended to improve analysis performance, and both
are common in previous optimization specification frameworks; combining them with the more
sophisticated language provided by Pavilion would make that system more useful.
Another way to improve the performance of program analysis is to reduce the precision of the
analysis, usually in combination with a strategy to improve the precision when necessary. Several
approaches for this purpose have been explored in past work. One approach, used in model check-
ing, is counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) [30]. This approach involves using
a rough abstraction of the program at first, and checking to determine if it violates a safety property.
If it does, the violating program trace is examined; if it is an artifact of imperfect abstraction, a more
precise abstraction of the program, computed specifically to exclude that trace, is used for further
iterations of the analysis. Other techniques for controlling analysis precision dynamically would
also be interesting to explore.
Running program analyses, and possibly transformations, on parallel computers would also
be an effective means to improve analysis performance. An approach in which program analyses
are compiled into a lower-level representation provides a good opportunity to parallelize them.
Analysis quality might also be improved by allowing more precise analyses to be practical for larger
software. Little previous work has been done in this area, and so it is likely a fertile opportunity for
new work.
Another avenue of future work is to provide mechanisms to prove that analyses and optimiza-
tions written in the Pavilion language are correct. Such work has been done for other specification
languages by Craig Chambers and his group [97, 98, 120]. Automatic correctness proofs would
allow users to ensure that their optimizations preserve program correctness, and would thus make
users more confident in using the Pavilion system on production software.
It might be possible to apply or extend the Pavilion language to specify optimizations that
occur partly or wholly during program execution. Such staged optimizations have been proposed
by Philipose et al [111]. Analyses have also been implemented using a mix of both static and
dynamic techniques, such as in the Program Query Language [104] and trace-based aspects in the
AspectBench Compiler [3]. Implementing regular expressions efficiently enough to use at run-time
might be difficult, however.
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Overall, a specification language for optimizations on generic software components was useful,
and regular expressions form a reasonable basic model for specifying such optimizations and their
corresponding analyses. However, many features needed to be added to the basic regular expression
paradigm to achieve this goal. Many avenues exist for future research, but the basic model should
be extensible to cover most of the improvements necessary to enable a broader range of analyses
and optimizations to be expressed.
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